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EDITORIAL

Why Red Hat will go bust because of Ubuntu

I
don’t like writing controversial editorials. Controversy is an effective means to get a lot of
accesses: most people seem to enjoy reading controversial articles, maybe because they like
torturing themselves. (And yes, I used to read a lot of Maureen O’Gara’s articles myself!).
Besides, controversy is a double edged sword: there’s very little chance that I would ever go

back to those sites!
And yet here I am.
First of all: Red Hat was my first love, as far as GNU/Linux distributions are concerned. I was always
frustrated by the many tgz files in slackware, and was ecstatic when I installed Red Hat 3.0.3. At that
time, Red Hat was a tiny startup with a modem connection to the internet. It was based on RPM, a tool
that made me finally feel in control of my system.
Now, the key sentence: I became a user of Red Hat Linux for my desktop machine (and yes, it was a
bit of a challenge!), and a couple of months later, when I had to choose what distribution I should use
for my server, I chose the one I was most accustomed to: Red Hat Linux.
A number of things happened in the following years (1997 to 2005). Here are a few of them, in
chronological order: the packaged version of Red Hat Linux flopped (why would anybody buy it, if
you can download it? Plus, yes, it was overpriced. . . ). Red Hat went public, and started having a
number of investors that wanted to see good, realistic plans to make money—which meant focusing
more on the corporate market. Then, the split: Fedora came along, but it was underfunded and the
“community involvement” was patchy and disorganised. Eventually, Red Hat effectively abandoned
its desktop audience, to focus on the more lucrative corporate market. Then, a very smart man called
Mark Shuttleworth made 500 million dollars in the .com boom, learned Russian from scratch, went to
space, came back in one piece, funded several charities focussing on South Africa, and. . . oh yes, he
created Ubuntu Linux.
Mark accomplished three things with his move. First of all, he created tons and tons of work for
himself. This isn’t really crucial to my point, but I think it’s important to mention it. He also gath-
ered a community of hackers to create what is, in my humble opinion, the first desktop GNU/Linux
done right. And I mean, really right. The third thing he did, was divert tons, and tons, and tons of
GNU/Linux users away from Red Hat Linux, and towards Ubuntu Linux. A lot of those people—and
this is the crucial piece of information—were system administrators, who in the last 12 months got
more and more used to using Ubuntu Linux rather than Red Hat. And—guess what?—now they have
Ubuntu Server, which—again, guess what?—is a GNU/Linux server system done right.
I am convinced that Red Hat is now starting to realise that losing their desktop users didn’t just mean
“losing the suckers who didn’t pay a cent anyway” (this is not a quote, by the way), because a lot of
those “suckers” were system administrators, who will soon have to decide between Red Hat Linux
and Ubuntu Server. And when you use Ubuntu Server as your home system, the choice really can go
either way.
By abandoning their desktop users, Red Hat has effectively shot itself in the foot. Funnily enough, they
kept on chasing the mirage of thousands of soul-less corporate customers with the real money. How-
ever, the bleeding didn’t stop altogether, and behind those faceless corporations there are thousands of
system administrators who now use Ubuntu Linux rather than Red Hat Linux.
And they will want to continue to do so, as much as possible.
Good luck, Red Hat. Thank you Mark for Ubuntu.
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Printing with Ubuntu

Insights for a quick and easy Ubuntu printer installation

Mark Rais

U
buntu makes printing reasonably easy and
straightforward. This brief article is for those
who need a specific and encouraging step-by-
step guide. I hope that this article will not

only ensure that you print with ease, but that you have every
reason to enjoy a productive GNU/Linux desktop.

Before you begin the installation steps below, connect
your printer/s. You need to do this prior to turning your
system on. This helps to ensure Ubuntu recognizes how the
printer is connected to the system, and it allows Ubuntu to
identify the specific printer port.

Please don’t be dismayed if you plug in your printer and
it’s not immediately recognized. I assure you that Ubuntu
recognizes the printer. However, you will first need to con-
figure the printer as an available device so other programs
can use it.

The Ubuntu Printing Configuration Tool is used to ac-
complish this. For my example I will use an HP Deskjet
printer connected to the Ubuntu system via a USB cable.
However, these steps will also apply to printers that connect
via a direct or Parallel cable.

STEP 1. Starting Ubuntu’s printer tool

From your Ubuntu main menu, select System, then choose
Administration. Under the Administration menu, you will
find an icon labeled Printing. Select this tool and within
several seconds the Printer Configuration Tool will open.

STEP 2. Configuring a printer connection

Now, double click on the New Printer icon. This will bring
up the Add a Printer wizard.

Notice that in my example, two printers are detected.
However, I only have one HP Deskjet connected to this
computer. Worry not! This sometimes happens, depend-
ing on the printer and the USB settings. If you see a second
detected printer, ignore it and simply highlight the first that
best describes your printer.

Now press the Forward button to complete the process.

Figure 1: Configuration tool
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Figure 2: Add a printer

STEP 3. Choosing a printer driver

In this second window, you need to click on the Manufac-
turer option and choose the one that fits your printer. In my
case, I use an HP printer. From the Model list, be sure to
select the exact model you have.

Don’t worry if your printer model isn’t there. I offer some
more details below in the Troubleshooting section.

In nearly every case, Ubuntu comes ready with a driver to
support your selected model. This is specified in the box be-
side Driver. For my example, I use the driver named hpijs,
which is the suggested driver for this printer.

You can also click the Install Driver button, if you have
a CD from the manufacturer and wish to add a new driver.
But, this is rarely helpful, since the latest Ubuntu comes
prepackaged with nearly every driver that already exists for
GNU/Linux. However, it does offer the option for future
upgrades and updates to your existing drivers.

When you’re ready, press the Apply button. After several
seconds your new printer will appear in the Printing Con-
figuration Tool window.

STEP 4. Testing the printer

Highlight your new printer icon and press the right mouse
button.

Now choose the Properties option.

Figure 3: Select model and driver

This takes you to your specific printer’s properties con-
trol. The properties control allows you to not only print a
test page, but also to make changes to your printer paper,
resolution, color options and ink usage.

For now, press the Print a Test Page button. In a minute
you will see a page print out that includes the Ubuntu logo
and eight color bars. If this worked, you can press the Close
button.

Congratulations! Your printer is now ready for use with
any application.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Figure 4: New printer icon
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Figure 5: Printer properties

No test page

There may be a few reasons why your test page didn’t print
out.

First, with some printers the test page takes a lot longer
than you might expect it to. Give the test print a good minute
of time.

Second, sometimes the failure comes because you con-
nected the printer after the Ubuntu system was started. You
may wish to right click on the Printer icon again and choose
remove. Then, leaving your printer connected, you can re-
boot your Ubuntu system and try the steps again.

Finally, failure to print a test page may have to do with
cables not being properly plugged in or a problem with the
driver you have selected. If everything seems to be con-
nected correctly, try choosing a different, but similar driver
and see if it allows a test print. For example, I can choose
the HP LaserJet driver instead of the HP LaserJet 1100A.

No recognized driver

If you review the list of printer drivers and do not find your
particular printer, nor one that is closely related, you may
have to try a Generic driver. In the list of drivers, when
you click the Manufacturer option, you will find Generic.
By choosing this, you access a short list of generic printer
drivers that may help resolve your issue.

Unfortunately, you need to know some specific technical
details regarding your printer to make such Generic drivers
work. For instance, most black and white laser printers
manufactured after 2000 support the PCL4 or PCL5. If I

Figure 6: Two printers

know that my particular laser printer supports PCL4, I can
choose this generic driver and try a test print.

But please wait! I recommend that you don’t just try
out various options, since picking the wrong driver ends up
forcing countless pages to print with garbage. Usually, the
only solution then is to pull the plug on the printer! Instead,
do some homework. Find out about your specific printer’s
capabilities. If you find that it does indeed support a specific
PCL or PostScript, then try the applicable generic driver.

In almost every case, this will resolve your problem and
get even the most recalcitrant printer to work with Ubuntu.
On rare occasions, nothing will work; and this is because
the manufacturer refuses to supply any type of GNU/Linux
driver for their printer line.

Using two printers

If you have more than one printer connected to your Ubuntu
system at the same time, you may run into an issue. The
first printer may cause the second to be identified on the
wrong connection (port). The reason has to do with Ubuntu
deciding that both devices exist on the same port. Notice the
example in figure 6 with the red circle around the incorrect
port setting.

This results in one of the two printers failing to install
properly. To resolve the issue you need to highlight the
second printer, then choose the Use Another Printer option
(circled green) and force the port setting manually.

In my example situation, the HP 1100 (residing on the
Port #1) caused the second printer, HP 540C, which requires
a USB port, not to be recognized. I highlighted the sec-
ond printer and forced the proper port setting to read: USB
Printer #1 (HP Deskjet 845C)
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Figure 7: Configure printer port

Unidentified printer

If during the initial configuration your printer isn’t recog-
nized as attached, you will need to force configure the con-
nection manually.

Click on the Printer Port option (circled green in figure
7) and specify the type of printer connection you have. In
most cases a printer that is connected to your system via a
USB cable will use USB #1. Sometimes your USB printer
may show up on other USB ports. This will only happen
if you already have various USB devices connected to your
Ubuntu system.

If your printer is instead connected directly through a Par-
allel cable, it will use Parallel Port #1. If you have a Canon
printer, choose the Parallel Port #1 specifically labeled with
(Canon). Likewise, if you are using an Epson printer, try
first to connect with Parallel Port #1 (Epson).

Improve printouts

If you desire to print photos or high resolution graphics, you
need to make changes in your configuration tool to allow for
special options.

From your Ubuntu printing tool, highlight the printer icon
and press the right mouse button.

Now choose the Properties option.
Click on the Paper tab to specify paper size for your pho-

tographs.
Even more important to good print quality, you need to

make adjustments under the advanced settings. Click on the
Advanced tab to change the resolution and print quality as
well as the print mode, which adjusts color settings.

Once you finish making adjustments to your printer set-
tings, press the Close button and try printing from your fa-

Figure 8: Advanced settings

vorite application. You should now notice a positive differ-
ence in image quality and colors.

Conclusion

You are now ready to print with any of the many applica-
tions included with Ubuntu. More importantly, you now
have every detail necessary to enhance your printouts or add
new printers. You also have some key tips for troubleshoot-
ing hardware compatibility issues, should they ever arise.

The best part is that you can now ensure Ubuntu becomes
a regular part of your daily computer work.

Copyright information

c© 2006 Mark Rais
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify

this document under the terms of the GNU Free Docu-
mentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version pub-
lished by the Free Software Foundation; with no In-
variant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-
Cover Texts. A copy of the license is available at
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html

About the author

Mark Rais dedicates his time and energy to pro-
moting free software technology, especially among
the poor and where a technology divide exists. He
serves as senior editor for reallylinux.com (http://
www.reallylinux.com). You can contact him at
markr@reallylinux.com.
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Free software games: Tetris
clones

Free software need not be boring

Robin Monks

F
ree software has populated almost every sector
of the computer software arena: from office
suites to encyclopedias to full operating systems.
One genre of computer software that most peo-

ple overlook when thinking of free software is gaming. The
fact is, sites such as Freshmeat have literally thousands of
free software and freeware games for a huge variety of op-
erating systems.

One of the original puzzle games is Tetris. It can be found
coded in practically any computer language for any operat-
ing system. KDE and Gnome even have Tetris clones as part
of their game packages. So what better place to explore the

Atris in action

possibilities of free software than with the highly addictive
Tetris?

I found various Tetris clones, for Windows and Linux,
and put them through their paces. Several hours later, here
are the results.

Alizarin Tetris (Atris) (http://www.cs.
berkeley.edu/∼weimer/atris/)

Atris is Tetris, with a unique spin. The various sized blocks
come with multiple colors in each block; these colors can
then separate, “splitting” the block when it lands, allowing
you to make more combinations than you could with normal
Tetris. Also, to complete a level you just need to remove all
the gray bricks at the bottom.

The catch? The clock. You need to complete each puzzle
within what seems to be a randomly generated time, which
sometimes seems to be impossible.

The game also has networking abilities to allow for multi-
player competition. The only real downside is the menu
system, which at first can be difficult to master. The game
is released under the GPL, and the source is available on the
author’s website.

Java Tetris (http://www.liquidreality.
de/main/projects/tetris)

Java Tetris is Tetris, simplified. It’s so simple that all the
blocks are the same color, and no documentation is included
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Alizarin Tetris Rating

Stability 10
Sounds/Music Not Reviewed
Graphics 7
Controls 10
Documentation 7
Overall Design 6
Total Rating 8

In Brief

Binaries Available Windows 32-bit, BeOS,
Debian

License GNU General Public Li-
cense (GPL)

Programming Language C

at all. Just use the arrow keys to drop the blocks and try not
to go to sleep playing.

The fact that it’s written in Java makes it truly cross plat-

Java Tetris in action

Java Tetris Rating

Stability 10
Sounds/Music N/A
Graphics 5
Controls 9
Documentation 1
Overall Design 5
Total Rating 6

In Brief

Binaries Available Cross Platform
License GNU General Public Li-

cense (GPL)
Programming Language Java

form: it even runs as an applet on the author’s website. That
said, it doesn’t really help its enjoyability. Just adding some
color would have helped out a lot.

So, unless you’re a die-hard Tetris fan who absolutely
needs a cross platform clone, you’ll probably want a more
colorful and play friendly clone.

JsTetris
(http://gosu.pl/dhtml/JsTetris.html)

JsTetris is a nice, clean and colorful Tetris game written in
JavaScript and HTML, making it playable in almost any
newer web browser. Since it’s coded in JavaScript, it will
run on almost anything.

JsTetris also has easy controls, tidy documentation and
good playability and graphics, making it one of my favorite
Tetris clones. You can even play it right off the program’s
website, so you won’t even have to install anything.

JsTetris is the ultimate quick and easy Tetris clone that
you can play anywhere on anything. It was extremely re-
sponsive and was also the best laid out game I reviewed.
The useful gages in the left sidebar showed me just how fast
I was going, as well as how long I’d been playing.

The only missing feature was a pause mechanism. Other
than that, JsTetris earned straight A’s from me.
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JsTetris in action

JsTetris Rating

Stability 10
Sounds/Music N/A
Graphics 10
Controls 9
Documentation 10
Overall Design 10
Total Rating 9.8

SDLBlock (http:
//freshmeat.net/projects/sdlblock/)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tˆ3 is probably the ultimate Tetris for 3D
gamers. . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SDLBlock had some of the worst graphics and controls
I’ve seen. The whole game makes you want to turn away
and never come back. The graphics with the red guide-lines
draw your eyes, and the keyboard controls make positioning
the blocks more difficult.

In Brief

Binaries Available Cross Platform
License BSD License
Programming Language JavaScript

SDLBlock in action

The controls were so difficult, in fact, that I was unable
to even get one row of blocks to disappear. Even allowing
the player to use some decent mouse controls would have
helped a lot.

Documentation was included, but it was hard to read and
navigate, leading to more frustration.

Overall, the game playability was horrible. It’s not a
game I would recommend. That said, it has potential, and
with some TLC from some user-minded folks, this could
really become a great game, but it’s definitely not there yet.

SDLBlock Rating

Stability 10
Sounds/Music N/A
Graphics 2
Controls 3
Documentation 3
Overall Design 2
Total Rating 4
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In Brief

Binaries Available Windows 32-bit
License GNU General Public Li-

cense (GPL)
Programming Language C++

Tˆ3 in action

Tˆ3 (http://t-3.sf.net/)

Tˆ3, literally Tetris cubed, is the best 3D puzzle game I’ve
seen. It allows you to customize your view with your mouse
(or keyboard) and align the pieces in 3 axes.

The graphics are exceptional, and the gameplay is excel-
lent. Good documentation is also included. Tˆ3 also pro-
vides various game modes, including arcade (timed) and
classic modes. The source code is also included right in
the setup package. This was the only game reviwed here
with its own installer.

Tˆ3 is probably the ultimate Tetris for 3D gamers, and
will keep you interested for quite a while. The falling blocks
in the background are a nice touch. Overall, this is what
SDLBlock isn’t, an easy to use (and easy on the eyes) 3D
Tetris.

Conclusion

The wide variety of free software games available is as-
tounding, so don’t be afraid to look beyond the practical
and into the fun when you think of free software. Free soft-

Tˆ3 Rating

Stability 10
Sounds/Music N/A
Graphics 10
Controls 9
Documentation 9
Overall Design 10
Total Rating 9.6

In Brief

Binaries Available Windows 32-bit
License GNU General Public Li-

cense (GPL)
Programming Language C++

ware doesn’t need to be boring, and I hope these examples
will convince you to go out and find the fun in free software
yourself.

Some great places to start are Freshmeat
(http://freshmeat.net) and Sourceforge
(http://sourceforge.net). Remember that
KDE and Gnome also include game packages with their
desktop environments.

Copyright information

c© 2005 Robin Monks
This article is made available under the “Attribution-

NonCommercial-NoDerivs” Creative Commons License
2.0 available from http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nc-nd/2.0/.

About the author

Robin Monks is a volunteer contributor to Mozilla,
Drupal, GM6 and Free Software Magazine and has
been helping free software development for over three
years. He currently works as an independent contractor
for CivicSpace Labs (http://civicspacelabs.
org).
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Changing the Ubuntu look

This article will detail how to mold the Ubuntu Gnome desktop
into anything you want it to be

Richard Fennimore

F
ollow along and watch while I take a stock
Ubuntu desktop and transform it something re-
ally slick!

Introduction

Window borders, icons, splash images and other graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) preferences are largely a subjective
thing. Still, it’s nice to have the tools available to trans-
form the GUI into something that is more pleasing to your
eye. Fortunately, GNU/Linux makes it relatively easy to
mould your desktop environment into whatever suits your
taste, and Ubuntu is no exception.

For the purposes of this discussion, I’ll stick to
Ubuntu’s default Gnome desktop, but Ubuntu’s KDE desk-
top (Kubuntu) is every bit as flexible.

How it works

Ubuntu’s Gnome desktop comes with a number of pre-
installed themes, and a built-in theme manager. You can ac-
cess the “Theme Preferences” by selecting System → Pref-
erences → Theme from the Ubuntu menu (as shown in fig-
ure 1a). You will then be presented with the Theme Prefer-
ences window (as shown in figure 1b).

By selecting one of the other themes listed in the Theme
Preferences window, it will change the following three com-
ponents:

Figure 1a: Finding the Theme Preferences in Ubuntu’s menus

Figure 1b: Theme Preferences window
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• Controls: including such things as buttons, colours,
and check boxes

• Window borders: including the type of border as well
as buttons for minimizing, maximizing, and restoring
windows

• Icons: complete icon themes (some are more complete
than others)

You can also mix and match these components by selecting
“Theme Details” (figure 1c).

For example, you might select the “Clearlooks” Controls,
“Atlanta” Window Border, and “Sandy” Icons. Once satis-
fied with your selections, a custom theme such as this can
be saved from within the main Theme Preferences window.

Figure 1c: Theme Details

Figure 1d: Synaptic Package Manager

A closer look

There are a few additional parts of the Gnome desktop that
can be modified in order to better customize the overall look
and feel. They are:

• Backgrounds: also known as “wallpaper”
• Login Manager: where you enter user name and pass-

word
• Splash Screen: a graphical image displaying logon

progress

Fortunately, there is another tool known as “Art Manager”
(also known as “Gnome Art”) that will allow you to manage
all six of these components. I will focus primarily on this
tool to help change Ubuntu’s look.

Unfortunately, Art Manager is not installed in the default
Gnome desktop. In order to install it, you will have to en-
sure that all Ubuntu repositories are enabled in the Synaptic
Package Manager (figures 1d, 1e, and 1f).

Check the boxes for “Universe” and “Multiverse” and
then hit “OK”. Once the additional repositories are enabled,
hit the “Reload” icon, and then do a “Search” for “Gnome
Art”. Install Art Manager and then close down Synaptic
Package Manager (figures 1g and 1h).

Note: for more information about using Synaptic Package
Manager read Simple package management with Synap-
tic (http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com/
articles/synaptic intro) by Marco Marongiu.
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Figure 1e: Repositories

Open the Art Manager (figure 2a).
Notice that Art Manager has additional sub-menus (fig-

ures 2b through 2d):

• Under “Backgrounds”: Gnome → Other → All
• Under “Desktop Themes”: Application → Window

Border → Icon
• Under “Other Themes”: Login Manager → Splash

Screen → GTK+ Engine

Figure 1f: Edit Repository

Figure 1g: Find Gnome Art

When you select a component, it will download a data-
base of available items in that category, along with thumb-
nails of the respective images (figures 2e through 2i).

I would suggest a fast internet connection for this, as
the databases can be quite large. In most of the windows
(as shown), you can either install the item, or you can just
download the item for manual installation. The exception
here is “Login Manager Themes”, which can only be down-
loaded. Login Manager Themes must be installed separately
(figures 3a and 3b).

Now download (and hit “Install” where appropriate) the
various components.

Figure 1h: Install Gnome Art
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Figure 2a: Art Manager

For those without a fast internet connection, I would sug-
gest visiting the art.gnome.org (http://art.gnome.
org) web site. Here you can manually search for and down-
load all of the theme components (figure 3a).

Remember that once downloaded, Gnome’s built-in
theme manager can only install:

• Controls
• Window border
• Icons

Figure 2b: Backgrounds

Figure 2c: Desktop Themes

Theses components must be installed separately:

• Backgrounds
• Login manager
• Splash screeen

Figure 2d: Other Themes
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Figure 2e: Background Themes

The splash screen is of special note: as without the Art Man-
ager, the only way to change the Splash Screen is through
the command line; this will not be discussed here.

Figure 2f: Application Themes

Figure 2g: Border Themes

Putting it all together

You’ve added new pieces. Now put some of them together.

The Backgrounds can be changed by right clicking any-
where on your desktop, and then selecting “Change Desktop
Background” in the pop-up menu (figure 4a).

Here, you can also add and remove images, set the scale
of the image, and set the desktop colours behind the image

Figure 2h: Login Themes
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Figure 2i: Icon Themes

(figure 4b). Any Backgrounds added with the Art Manager
will already be included. Now select a new Background.

Next, open the Theme manager again (figure 1a) and go
to Theme Details (figure 1b and 1c). In this case we will
select Alphacube for Controls, Alphacube for Window Bor-
der, and Gartoon for Icons (figures 5a, 5b and 5c).

Next, change the Login screen (figures 6a, 6b and 6c).
Remember, you only downloaded the Login Screen; so, you
have to remember where you downloaded the file.

Then, change the Splash Screen (figures 7a and 7b). Re-
member to hit “Activate” in the Splash Screen Preferences.

To complete this theme, go back to the Login Screen
Setup (figure 6a). In the GTK+ Greeter section, hit “Back-

Figure 3a: Login Screen Setup

Figure 3b: Install Login Screen

ground Colour” and change it, otherwise you’ll get a brown
background when you login (figures 8a and 8b).

Now log out and log back in again. You should be pre-
sented with the screens shown in figures 9a and 9b.

Just to put some finishing touches on our new theme,
change the fonts (figures 10a and 10b).

If you are using an LCD screen, it’s best to choose Sub-
pixel smoothing. Fonts are another one of those personal
preference, but these are the choices I made. Your results
will vary depending on monitor type, screen resolution, etc.

Figure 3c: Gnome Art
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Figure 4a: Change Desktop Background

Under the hood

A Linux article would not be complete without adding a few
command line tricks; so, here are just a few:

From time to time you may run into problems when in-
stalling theme components. For example, you will often
install themes, only to find that they do not appear in the

Figure 4b: Background Preferences

Figure 5a: Alphacube Control

theme manager. Either that, or you would like them to be
available to all users accounts on your PC. This occurs pri-
marily because when you download and install theme com-
ponents, they get installed to your home directory for secu-
rity reasons. Also, from time to time (depending on where
you found the theme components), the packagers have the
wrong file and folder permissions set.

Let me give you a few examples:
You installed the Alphacube theme for Application and

Window Borders. It’s currently in your home directory, but
you want to make it available to all users.

First, you must set the proper permissions, and then you
have to move it to the global themes directory (figure 11a).

From within your HOME directory, type this (the period
before themes indicates a hidden directory):

cd .themes/

Once in the themes directory, do a long listing like this:

ls -l

As you can see in the image below, there are four Alphacube
directories. You have to do two things here. The first is to
change ownership to root like this:
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sudo chown -R root:root Alphacube\textbackslash{} *

The other is to move them to the global themes directory
like this:

sudo mv Alphacube\textbackslash{} * /usr/share/themes/

One for the road

For those who happen to feel more comfortable with some-
thing familiar, you can even mimic the look of other operat-
ing systems (figure 12a and 12b).

In this case I had to change the stock “Ubuntu” menu
logo, and replace it with something else. This is done as
follows.

First you want to backup the original in case you want to
restore it in the future. You can do it like this:

sudo cp /usr/share/icons/hicolor/48x48/apps/\
distributor-logo.png /usr/share/icons/hicolor/\
48x48/apps/distributor-logo.png.bak

Next, replace the stock icon like this (replace
custom icon with the name of your icon):

Figure 5b: Alphacube Border

Figure 5c: Gartoon Icons

sudo cp /home/custom\_icon.png /usr/share/icons/\
hicolor/48x48/apps/distributor-logo.png

Finally (to refresh your menus), type:

killall gnome-panel

Figure 6a: Login Screen Setup2
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Figure 6b: Find Login Theme

Conclusion

In the big picture, it’s really what’s “under the hood” that
counts. In other words, the operating system is only as good
as all the stuff that goes on behind the scenes. The graphical
user interface is really only “eye candy”. Still, it’s nice to
be able to mould the GUI into whatever you want it to be,
and Ubuntu Linux is very flexible in this regard.

Have fun!

Figure 6c: Install Login Screen2

Figure 7a: Install Splash Screen

Copyright information

Copyright c© 2006 Richard Fennimore Permission is
granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document un-
der the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Ver-
sion 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software
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Figure 7b: Activate Splash
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Figure 8a: GTK+ Greeter Figure 8b: Pick a colour

Figure 9a: Welcome Figure 9b: Welcome Splash

Figure 10a: Font Figure 10b: Font Preferences
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Figure 12a: Mac Look

Figure 12b: Windows Look



Edubuntu, Linux Terminal
Server and thin clients

Magic on your LAN

Robert Pogson

Y
ou walk into the room. It’s cool and
quiet. You see thirty new workstations giv-
ing great service. Your cost of hardware was
CAD$350 for each workstation, CAD$10 to

connect it to an existing 100Mbps LAN, and about CAD$60
for a share of a server in another room (CAD$1 = US$0.87).
Your software costs were only some download and CD burn
time and forty minutes for installation. Your operating costs
are virtually nil. The server runs for months without a re-
boot. The workstations have nothing but network boot load-
ers. You back up only one machine, the server. The work-
stations use twenty watts each and have no fans. Magical?
Yes. Magic? No. Arthur C. Clarke once made the comment
that “technology sufficiently advanced is indistinguishable
from magic”. A stock server or a custom-built server made
from off-the-shelf parts has taken the place of the main-
frame in a client/server arrangement. Moore’s Law makes
the hardware cheap. GNU/Linux makes it free to use to its
potential. This is old but capable technology made easy to
install thanks to the GNU/Linux revolution.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This is old but capable technology made
easy to install thanks to the GNU/Linux

revolution
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What you have are workstations of fanless, diskless
clients connected to LCD monitors, mice and keyboards.
The low-powered clients do little except relay inputs and

graphics between the user and the server via the X Window
System. The server is a reasonably powerful PC with extra
memory and storage. You get away with having thirty users
at once running on the server because recent CPUs have the
power and the typical user typing and clicking uses up only
a small percentage of such a CPU and uses the power in
short bursts. By investing a little more on the server, every-
one gets to share in the benefit and it is never wasted. The
first time a user loads a program the server caches it in mem-
ory for any subsequent users. This is a much better system
than paying per-user licence fees, installing and maintain-
ing software on hard drives on each client and keeping all
the disks and fans turning. You do not need to chase dust
bunnies on these fanless units. You save hundreds of dollars
in electrical energy over the lengthy lifetime of this equip-
ment and you do not need to listen to all those pointless
whirring sounds.

How can you get this all to work without resorting to
magic or hiring a magician? LTSP, the Linux Terminal
Server Project (http://www.ltsp.org/) is a free soft-
ware project intended to make the setup easy. The clients
configure via DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Proto-
col) and download a minimal GNU/Linux operating system
from the server using TFTP (Tiny File Transfer Protocol).
The GNU/Linux operating system for the client boots and
uses a file system on the server and the memory of the client
to do everything. The initial network boot can be done by a
ROM (Read Only Memory) resident program on the client.
Most PCs since 1998 have this capability built into the BIOS
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Cost per client

if there is a Network Interface Controller (NIC) built into
the motherboard. The BIOS setup may mention PXE, Pre-
Execution Environment or network in the booting section.
Others can incorporate a boot loader in a socket on the NIC
into the BIOS of the PC, or boot from a floppy, USB device,
hard drive or CD.

The only software installation required is on the server.
You can use a GNU/Linux distribution designed for use in

CPU utilization versus time with nine users

schools and by teachers with modest expertise. Because the
LTSP scripts can be a hassle for a novice, the folks who
made Edubuntu (Ubuntu plus a few packages and configu-
rations for schools) put in automatic installation of the sim-
plest, and most common setup, the server running a private
LAN with your clients. This works well for a classroom, a
computer lab, an office or a small school. Except for multi-
media intensive stations the LTSP concept works for about
thirty clients from a single 32 bit CPU with 2 GB RAM.
Using a dual-core 64 bit CPU and 4 GB RAM, one server
can handle sixty clients. With multiple servers or multi-
ple socket motherboards the system will scale to well over
one hundred clients. You only have to eliminate bottlenecks
on the LAN by using a gigabit per second connection be-
tween server and switch. 100Mbps works well from switch
to client. 10Mbps works, too, but there are noticeable de-
lays.

What an LTSP Server wants

The specs for an LTSP server are pretty simple:

• 512 MB RAM for the idling system with all of its ser-
vices

• 50 MB per client to hold user data and the first copy of
common applications

• 100 MHz of 32 bit processing power or about 75 MHz
of 64 bit power per client. AMD or Intel work, but
AMD gives more computing power per watt and has
an on-chip memory controller in 64 bit. The competi-
tion between these two makes price/performance good
for our use. It is important to select components that
match motherboard/CPU/memory/NICs if you build
from parts.

• A gigabit NIC for the private LAN (100 megabit is OK
for small LANs with patient users, random boots or
client always on)

• 10/100 baseT NIC for the ISP

The gigabit NIC is optional unless you want to save sec-
onds on the boot over the network when everyone shows
up to work in the same minute and transfers 4 MB of ker-
nel. Many motherboards come with a gigabit NIC and they
are cheap. The following examples don’t include a moni-
tor, keyboard, mouse, CDROM drive or video card which
are only needed for installation. The BIOS can be set up
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to boot on restoration of power and to ignore lack of a key-
board. The X configuration can be set to use a dummy driver
when the video card is absent. The server can be maintained
remotely by SSH (Secure SHell) or LTSP. A backup hard
drive with USB connection is also recommended.

An example of a server good for up to sixty clients:

• AMD Opteron 170 dual core 2 MB cache CAD$519
• 4 GB ECC DDR333 RAM CAD$500
• ASUS A8N-E motherboard CAD$125
• ATX case and power supply w/400-500 W capacity

CAD$200+
• 10/100 baseT NIC CAD$15
• dual 200 GB hard drives SATA CAD$210
• Total CAD$1570

A good server for up to thirty clients could use the same
setup but with an AMD64 3200 processor and 2 GB non-
ECC RAM, costing about CAD$1000.

For up to 10 clients, and modest services, use a recent
desktop PC with 1 GB of RAM and an extra NIC.

For 120 clients, use a dual socket Opteron motherboard
with suitable processors and 6 GB ECC registered RAM
costing about CAD$4300 or more:

• AMD Opteron 275 dual core 2 MB cache 2 ×
CAD$1353 = CAD$2706

• ASUS K8N-DL motherboard CAD$287
• ATX case and 500 W power supply CAD$250
• 10/100 baseT NIC CAD$15
• dual 200 GB hard drives SATA CAD$210
• 6 GB DDR400 ECC registered RAM 6 × CAD$150 =

CAD$900
• Total CAD$4368

Another alternative is dual 60 client servers giving more
flexibility, speed, and some redundancy for lower cost but
more maintenance. This would require networking of the
file system, which is a little more complex than an Edubuntu
installation. The dual core processors need an SMP (Sym-
metric Multi Processor) kernel installed. If you install
with that CPU it may be automatically configured. If
you add a dual core processor, you’ll need to install the
right kernel manually. The command sudo apt-get

install linux-amd64-k8-smp will install the lat-
est kernel for AMD64 on a VIA K8 chipset for multiple

processors. Of course, if you have a different architec-
ture, you can look it up on the Ubuntu web site (http:
//packages.ubuntu.com).

What an LTSP client wants

If you can keep the fans turning, almost any PC will
do. PCs with fans use more power than is necessary
and act as vacuum cleaners, accumulating dust bunnies
that jam fans, and interfere with flow of air over chips
and heat sinks. 64 MB and 100 MHz is enough. Con-
figure the BIOS to boot from the network. Most PCs
made before 1998 will not automatically do a network
boot, so you will need to install a bootloader on the
hard drive, floppy or CD. You can use a Universal Boot
Disc from ThinStation (http://thinstation.
sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/ThIndex)
which comes with drivers for most common NICs or
you can custom make a bootloader from Rom-O-Matic
(http://rom-o-matic.net). Pick your NIC and
choose your output format, .zdsk for a bootable floppy
image or .liso for a bootable CD image. There are
more advanced options available. You can create the
floppy discs on your server with the command: sudo dd

if=image file of=/dev/fd0. With a cdburner, you
may use the cdrecord command from the commandline
(terminal) or a graphical interface like nautilus-cd-burner
which can be accessed from the “Go” menu item of the file
browser. Click on “CD creator”. You drag and drop or copy
and paste the file icon for the CD image file to the window.

If there are not enough old machines to use as
clients, or the space saving convenience of LCD
monitors and ultra-low-power clients is desired, one
can shop in a very competitive market. Chip maker
VIA Technologies, Inc. makes a family of CPUs
(http://www.via.com.tw/en/products/
mainboards/partner products.jsp) that serve
very well as thin clients and use so little power they don’t
need fans. If you are adventurous, you may purchase a
mini-motherboard with an Epia CPU installed. The low
powered versions need no fans and the motherboard is
17 cm × 17 cm and can fit into a tiny case that bolts to the
back of an LCD monitor. Such motherboards are available
for about CAD$110. A power supply that converts 12 V
DC or 110 V AC to ATX costs about CAD$50 for the
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fanless kind. You can put this in a cheap case for less than
CAD$50 and add CAD$30 of RAM and you get a client
costing CAD$240 plus a monitor, keyboard, mouse and
fifteen minutes of your time. This will save you about
CAD$150 from the price of a complete thin client. Still, an
old used machine may be bought for less than CAD$100.

Installing Edubuntu on the server

To install Edubuntu, obtain a CD by download (http://
wiki.edubuntu.org/EdubuntuInstallNotes).
Burn the file appropriate to your hardware to a 700 MB CD.

Edubuntu installs all of the software with only a few ques-
tions relating to LTSP:

• Primary network interface: eth0 or eth1? Usually
eth1 will be on the motherboard and eth0 in the ex-
pansion slots.

• What is the IP address? Use something in 192.168.0.x
and you get good defaults with no editing required.
Typically, choose 192.168.0.254 or 192.168.0.1, to
leave lots of space for printers, clients and so on

• What is the netmask? Use 255.255.255.0
• What is the gateway? Leave blank or use IP address of

gateway to the WWW
• Name server address? I usually install my own name

server, but a novice should use the one for WWW con-
nections or leave this blank

To set up the other NIC for WWW access, do so from the
GUI once you log in. Since the clients run on the server,
they will have internet access. One complication for this
is that the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)
server, which you are setting up to serve your private LAN,
needs to be told to ignore DHCP requests on the eth1 inter-
face. The default behaviour is to listen on all interfaces. To
change this, edit as root /etc/default/dhcp using the
command: sudo gedit /etc/default/dhcp. Add
these lines:

# On what interfaces should the DHCP server (dhcpd)
serve DHCP requests?

# Separate multiple interfaces with spaces,
e.g. "eth0 eth1"

INTERFACES="eth0"

You will then need to restart the DHCP server with the com-
mand: sudo /etc/init.d/dhcp restart.

Typical LAN

Your private LAN will likely need several connections
to eth0. Typically, this is done by connecting eth0 to a
network switch. I recommend that eth0 be connected to a
gigabit per second port, if your switch has one. That way,
the server can send data for several clients to the switch and
the switch gives the data to the clients at their rates. This
is mostly important for booting or animation. If a group
walks in and everyone boots, you may save many seconds
by using this gigabit connection. For a NIC on the PCI bus,
1Gbps uses most of the capacity of the bus for short bursts,
so avoid putting many other extensions on the PCI bus with
your gigabit NIC. Many motherboards have a gigabit NIC
(likely, eth1) built-in and connected to a bus other than the
PCI bus. Check your manual to be sure. A big advantage of
the 64 bit motherboards is that the NIC on the motherboard,
the IDE and SATA drives may all do transfers at once. On
most 32 bit boards, someone will have to wait because the
PCI bus has a much smaller bandwidth.

Managed switches with two gigabit ports and 24 10/100
automatic ports such as ASUS GIGAX1024P are quite in-
expensive. For a classroom, an eight port switch will do.

Bandwidth problems are unlikely if the gigabit connec-
tion is used. The typical cable subscriber can stream pretty
well and this is hundreds of times the bandwidth from the
server and ten times the bandwidth from the switch. With
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Step 1: Press Enter at the boot screen

this arrangement many users all feel they have complete
control of the server. It is magical the first time you see
it. The plain X protocol used to connect the screen of the
user to the server does some unnecessary chattering. So se-
tups with lots of activity may benefit from compression and
redundancy removal with the NX protocol. Free software
for NX (http://freenx.berlios.de/) has become
available and it’s still developing rapidly. The 64 bit version
may be available in 2006.

Conclusion

Anyone can set up a Linux Terminal Server on a good ma-
chine in under an hour with Edubuntu and connect it to a
private LAN with a bunch of clients. Given sufficient re-
sources on the server, this is a very cost effective solution
for a home, classroom, computer lab, and offices of small
to medium size. A large organization will have to choose
between a very expensive hot server or a cluster of lesser
machines sharing the load. The latter is almost certainly
less expensive to purchase, but may require somewhat more
maintenance.

Images of the installation of Edubuntu default

These images were screenshot captures made during the
installation simulated by the Bocks emulator (http://

bochs.sourceforge.net/).

Further information

• Skolelinux (http://developer.skolelinux.
no/dokumentasjon/newdriftbok/

newdriftbok.html.en)—A massive book
for a Norwegian distro

• The Edubuntu Cookbook (http://wiki.
edubuntu.org/EdubuntuDocumentation/

EdubuntuCookbook)
• The Linux Terminal Server Project (http://ltsp.
org)—Original LTSP material adapted by Edubuntu
and K12LTSP

• The K-12Linux Project (http://k12ltsp.
org)—All about LTSP in schools

• PXE documentation (http://www.
argontechnology.com/docs/pdf/pxe.

pdf)—All about PXE
• ROM-o-matic (http://rom-o-matic.
net/)—A dynamic site for generating boot flop-
pies/CDs/ROMs using EtherBoot

• The EtherBoot Project (http://etherboot.
org)—A system for generating the boot loaders if
needed.

Copyright information

c© 2005 Robert Pogson
Verbatim copying and distribution of this entire article is

permitted in any medium without royalty provided this no-
tice is preserved.

About the author

Robert Pogson has worked with computers since 1968
as a student, accelerator technician, inventor, and
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of free software on GNU/Linux. Since 2003 he has
been using a Linux Terminal Server in remote north-
ern Canadian schools using available PCs in labs and
classrooms.
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Step 2: Choose language Step 3: Choose location

Step 4: Choose keyboard layout Step 5: Watch informational messages

Step 6: Choose NIC Step 7: Choose gateway (optional)
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Step 8: Choose IP address of your server on LAN Step 9: Choose nameserver

Step 10: Choose netmask Step 11: Partitioning choices

Step 12: Accept partition Step 13: Installing base system
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Step 14: Choose timezone Step 15: Choose normal user

Step 16: Choose user ID Step 17: Choose user password

Step 18: Verify user password Step 19: Install GRUB (GRand Unified Bootloader)
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Step 20: First stage done (reboot) Step 21: Installing packages

Step 22: Login (on server) Step 23: The Edubuntu desktop

Step 24: Menus Step 25: Login (on client)
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Introduction to Content
Management Systems

Spend your time managing information, not technology

Graham Oakes

I
n the beginning, the web was simple. You used Mo-
saic to browse it. You used a text editor to con-
struct pages on it in a language called HTML. If you
weren’t a techie, you probably didn’t even know it

existed. Then people realised that even non-techies had use-
ful information (“content”) to share. So the Content Man-
agement System (CMS) was born.

What is a CMS?

At its heart, the web is a tool for sharing information. To
make it possible to display that information (or “content”)
on a variety of different machines, people devised a lan-
guage (HTML) that told the machines how to display it.
From the machine’s perspective, this was great: it helped
separate information from mere formatting. From the per-
spective of someone who wanted to share information, it
wasn’t so great: they now needed to learn HTML in order
to publish their content.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A CMS can make it easier to create and
publish content, to co-ordinate teams of
authors and editors, to control branding,

and to reuse content across multiple
channels

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CMSs were developed to resolve this dilemma. A CMS
helps you create and store content in a shared repository. It

then manages the relationships between content items for
you (e.g. keeping track of where they fit into the site hierar-
chy). Finally, it ensures that each content item is connected
to the right style sheet when it comes to be published. Some
CMSs also provide facilities to track the status of content
items through editorial processes and workflows.

By using a CMS, content editors and the organisations
they work for get a number of benefits. For example, they
can:

• Create and publish content in a standard format with-
out needing to know HTML or other languages;

• Co-ordinate the work of teams of authors and editors
(e.g. by ensuring that only one person is editing any
individual content item at any one time);

• Control the branding and quality of content (e.g. by
ensuring that the correct style sheets are applied, and
that changes to the content are approved before they
are published);

• Reuse the same content item in multiple different sites
and formats.

How have Content Management Systems
evolved?

Until about 1996, most people managed websites by edit-
ing HTML files and uploading them to their web servers.
As well as creating a barrier for non-technical users, this
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Case Study—Oxfam

Oxfam (http://www.oxfam.org) is an international confederation of organisations that are working to find lasting
solutions to poverty, suffering and injustice. Its websites, built on the Plone (http://www.plone.org) content
management system, help build public understanding of poverty and its causes. By using Plone, people across Oxfam
can collaborate and create engaging content without getting caught up in technical details.
Being free software, Plone was particularly relevant to Oxfam. Hugh Wallace, Oxfam’s Head of Interactive Media,
notes:

“As Oxfam works in over 70 countries around the world, we were looking for a system that would enable us
to share information across the organisation and beyond. Plone was the right choice and we’re very pleased
to have the opportunity to work with the free software community. Investing in free software is win-win for
Oxfam as we meet our needs but also know that the technology developed will be of benefit beyond Oxfam,
particularly among other Non-Government Organisations.”

Public view. Oxfam is working to eliminate poverty, suffering
and injustice. Its public website helps build understanding of
poverty and its causes

Behind the scenes. Using the Plone free software CMS, Oxfam’s
authors and editors maintain the website without worrying about
complex style sheets—Plone automatically generates a consistent
look and feel for them

made it hard for organisations to build consistent messag-
ing into their websites. As companies rushed to get onto the
web, this was a problem—they wanted to get their content
out quickly, but at the same time they were scared of losing
control.

Early CMSs were developed to address this problem. A
number of large, expensive systems were very successful
because they allowed a small group of knowledgeable peo-
ple to take control of an organisation’s content. CMS ven-
dors thrived during 1996-1999 as the dotcom boom created
large demand for their products, and they developed some
highly sophisticated tools.

By 2000, the dotcom boom was cooling and the CMS
scene cooled with it. During 2000-2003 the first wave of
major vendors consolidated and the pace of development
slowed. However, during this period a number of new
vendors recognised that many organisations didn’t need a
highly sophisticated tool—they needed a “good enough”
tool at a lower price. A second wave of CMS vendors started
to deliver these tools.

During this second wave, free software content manage-
ment came into its own. The web thrives on openness and
collaboration, and many very capable CMSs were devel-
oped to work within this spirit. There is now a thriving
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Case Study—Lynne Azpeitia

For consultant and psychotherapist Lynne Azpeitia
(http://www.gifted-adults.com), working
with talented and creative people means engaging with
them at multiple levels. “It’s hard to get people’s atten-
tion these days. I need a way to connect to them and
work with them so the message can get through. I’m
constantly trying to create new ways of putting things
together so that people can learn about themselves and
develop themselves.” Audio, video, wikis, pictures, ar-
ticles, teleclasses—they all need to be in the mix.
Lynne doesn’t pretend to be a technical guru. So
she’s working with technology change artist Nynke
Fokma (http://www.moebius.nl) to rebuild her
site on the Joomla (http://www.joomla.org/)
free software CMS. Once the site is ready, Lynne will
be able to create, manage and update the multi-channel,
multi-formatted content herself.
They’ve chosen Joomla for its ease of use. The visual
administration interface works for Lynne, and means
she’ll be able to manage the site without needing to
know any coding. And for Nynke, the system is “freak-
ishly flexible”—easy to make changes, easy to add
functionality, easy to transfer content from the existing
site. Just the thing for working on the edge of creative
chaos.

marketplace of free software CMSs. Some of these provide
basic, easy to use functionality for individuals and small or-
ganisations. Some of them provide advanced functionality
for more complex organisations.

Why are free software CMSs important?

The dotcom boom focused a lot of attention on the propri-
etary vendors. It also gave them the investment to rapidly
develop their systems. However, many aspects of content
management are well suited to free software. In particular:

• The web thrives on openness and collaboration.
This is well matched to the free software model:
free software systems are developed collaboratively,
so their developers have a vested interest in getting it
right. This means that free software CMSs may be par-

ticularly apt for supporting collaborative content cre-
ation and sharing on community-driven websites.

• CMSs help technical people do their jobs. Devel-
opers need to document their systems. They need to
collaborate with each other on projects. They are often
called on to maintain websites. Good content manage-
ment tools help them do all these things, so they have
an incentive to develop and improve these tools. Many
developers are happy to share the tools they’ve devel-
oped, especially if this means they can benefit from
other people’s tools. This is the basis of many free
software projects.

• Many small and cost conscious organisations need
to manage content. Websites are no longer the do-
main of large and well-funded organisations. There are
a large number of organisations, and individuals, who
find the low initial licence costs of free software very
attractive.

• There is no dominant incumbent vendor for web
CMSs. Even the first wave of vendors is relatively
young, and none dominates the market in the same way
that a small number of vendors do in other areas (e.g.
for ERP or CRM systems). Thus many organisations
see free software CMSs as no more risky than propri-
etary ones.

What are the major free software CMSs?

There are a lot of them! Bob Doyle of CM Pros (http://
www.cmprofessionals.org), a community of con-
tent management professionals, identified almost 2000 pro-
prietary and free software CMSs as of September 2005.
Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org) lists about
150 of these as being free software. This list probably isn’t
exhaustive, but it illustrates the size of the field.

These CMSs divide into two broad categories. Simple
systems allow individuals or small organisations to create
content and upload it easily to the web. More sophisticated
systems are more complex to install and administer, but al-
low better coordination of large teams of content editors
who are working across multiple websites.

Here’s my personal run down of some of the major free
software CMSs. It certainly isn’t comprehensive, but it may
give you a feel for what people are talking about:
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• PHP-nuke (http://phpnuke.org/) is the parent
of a family of simple CMSs, widely used for news and
community sites.

• Mambo/Joomla (http://www.joomla.org/) is
another simple CMS, favoured by many people for its
ease of use. (Joomla is derived from Mambo.)

• OpenCMS (http://www.opencms.org/) is a
more sophisticated CMS built in the Java programming
language, and hence often favoured by organisations
that need to integrate other Java applications with their
website.

• Apache Lenya (http://lenya.apache.org/)
is another sophisticated Java-based CMS, maintained
by the Apache Software Foundation.

• Plone (http://plone.org/) provides very so-
phisticated tools for managing content and collabora-
tion. It is built in the Python language.

• Alfresco (http://www.alfresco.org/) is a rel-
atively new CMS. It focuses on providing features suit-
able for large organisations.

How do I choose a free software CMS?

Given so many choices, how do you go about choosing a
CMS for your site or organisation? Here are some things to
think about:

• Who is the audience for your site? What infor-
mation will you be sharing with them? Simple
information-delivery sites need different tools to those
supporting extensive collaboration. Likewise, if you
have multiple sites for different audiences, you need a
more advanced tool.

• How many people will be managing the site? If
you’re the only person maintaining the site, then
you don’t need advanced workflows and coordination
mechanisms. Larger teams may want these things.

• What sort of interaction style are people in your or-
ganisation used to? If people are used to formal pro-
cesses and controls, then they will accept highly struc-
tured workflows. In a less formal organisation, a CMS
that tries to impose these may be a disaster.

• Do you need to integrate your website with other
applications? If you need to integrate with inventory

Case Study—Eastserve

When the citizens of East Manchester in the UK want to
access local information and services online, they turn
to their own portal (http://www.eastserve.
com). Eastserve provides a wide range of facilities.
People can find out about local council services. They
can pay taxes. They can even report crime. But the heart
of the portal is a series of bulletin boards and commu-
nity pages where they can discuss local issues, find out
about community and voluntary groups, and connect to
other people in the community.
Eastserve (http://www.eastserve.com) runs
on the OpenCMS free software content management
system. The CMS lets employees, volunteers and local
residents work together to manage the site. Delegating
tasks to people in the community makes the portal cost
effective and, more importantly, means that content is
always relevant and up to date. As Clicks and Links
(http://www.clicksandlinks.com), the local
service provider who implemented the portal, says
“OpenCMS helped us meet all the government require-
ments regarding security, interoperability, accessibility
and so on, while focusing on what really mattered:
engaging with community groups and getting them
involved in content contribution”.

By using the OpenCMS content management system, residents
in East Manchester are able to connect electronically without
technical skills

systems, for example, then you need to consider the
interfaces that the CMS supports.
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Case Study—Atlantic Media Company

Journalists succeed through their skills in researching
and writing, not in technology. So newspaper groups
such as the Atlantic Media Company rely on content
management systems to let journalists publish stories
rapidly and with minimal overhead.
Atlantic Media Company uses Apache Lenya (http:
//lenya.apache.org) to manage the content of
its journal The Telecom Act—Insider Update (http:
//www.njtelecomupdate.com). Apache Lenya
allows journalists to enter articles into the system using
an easy to use editor. They can then review their stories
exactly as they will appear on the site prior to approv-
ing them for publication. All of which means that the
journalists can get on with writing, not tweaking tech-
nology.
Atlantic Media Company and their technology partner
Wyona (http://www.wyona.com) chose Apache
Lenya because of its strong support for standards such
as Java and XML, and for the strength of the Apache
community behind it. It’s proven to be a stable,
scaleable and easy to customise system, so they plan to
migrate more publications onto it in the coming months.

• What skills do you have to support the CMS? Any
CMS will need to be hosted somewhere. Things like
backups need to be done. Choose a CMS that matches
the technical skills you or your partners already have.

• Is there an active community? Free software sys-
tems thrive when there is an active community de-
veloping them and answering each others’ questions.
Don’t choose a CMS unless you’re comfortable with
the community supporting it.

Notice that this list starts with people and content. In select-
ing a CMS, don’t start with technology. Focus on the audi-
ence you’re speaking to and the information you’re sharing.
Then find a tool that helps you do this.

Where are free software CMSs going?

We’re now firmly into the third wave of CMSs. Free soft-
ware CMSs are taking this wave in two directions.

Firstly, personal content creation and collaboration is
coming to the fore, via tools like blogs and wikis. Many of
these tools were developed initially as standalone free soft-
ware applications. Then as their early glitches were worked
out, they got incorporated into larger CMSs. This is going
to keep happening, so free software CMSs will continue to
develop new capabilities for personal content management.

Secondly, more sophisticated free software CMSs are
developing capabilities for managing other types of cor-
porate information. Organisations are increasingly strug-
gling to manage the wealth of documents, financial and le-
gal records, emails, and other information that people are
creating. The tools provided by a CMS—shared repos-
itories, clear relationships between documents, structured
workflows and collaboration—are ideal for managing this
information. Free software CMSs are beginning to adapt
their tools for this challenge.

From their birthplace in corporate websites, free software
CMSs are moving both to the heart of the corporation to
provide enterprise information management, and outside the
firewall to provide the core of personal content management
for “Web 2.0”.
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Asterisk

The software phone company

John Goerzen

A
sterisk is a phone system in software. It can
replace large and expensive business phone
systems, powering thousands of extensions,
or it can help home users save money on long

distance. Because it’s implemented in software, it is ex-
tremely versatile, easy to customize, and easy to extend.

The need for Asterisk

You’re probably familiar with the concept of a Private
Branch Exchange (PBX) already, though you might not
know it. Almost every medium or large business has one. A
PBX is, basically, a simplified version of a telephone com-
pany’s exchange. Most PBXs provide features such as di-
rect touch-tone dialing of extensions, routing of calls onto
the public telephone network, and voice mail services. If
you’re accustomed to dialing 9 to place an outside call, or
dialing a simple 3- or 4-digit number to reach another ex-
tension, you’re using a PBX.

There are a few other things common to traditional PBX
systems. First, they can be very expensive. Even a
moderate-sized system could easily exceed $100,000. A
system to support a large organization could easily cost
millions of dollars. Secondly, they have limited flexibility.
While more expensive PBXs may be able to use technolo-
gies such as voice mail, advanced call queueing, and the
like, these are often add-on products that can be cumber-
some to integrate. If you want integration with other data

systems, such as a billing database to give callers an account
balance, your job becomes that much more difficult.

The Asterisk way

Asterisk is different for several reasons. The most important
is that it’s an all-software approach. Instead of switching
analog lines in hardware, it routes and manipulates Voice
Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) packets in software. The
backbone of your phone system usually becomes Ethernet,
and phones can hook into that Ethernet backbone. Older
analog phones can still be supported by using gateway de-
vices.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Asterisk provides an all-software
approach. Instead of switching analog

lines in hardware, it routes and
manipulates Voice Over Internet

Protocol (VoIP) packets in software
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Asterisk provides more than you’d expect from a PBX.
You get all the usual features, such as voice mail, call rout-
ing, and support for multiple extensions. On top of that, you
get interfaces to the operating system and programming lan-
guages for the extreme in power, optional web-based admin-
istration interfaces, configuration in flat files or SQL data-
bases, detailed call logging into a database, and many more
features.
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With Asterisk, you can:

• Provide basic service to analog or digital phones
• Develop call-routing logic to choose the least expen-

sive way to route a particular call
• Route incoming and outgoing calls over standard voice

lines or the internet
• Provide voice mail and teleconferencing services
• Capture detailed logging information for analysis or

billing
• Develop simple or complex interactive menus
• Call other programs on the system (for instance, you

could write an application to read a weather forecast
over the phone based on an XML-RPC call)

• Call into the phone system from other programs. You
could have a message played to someone’s cell phone
when a machine goes down, or simply check your
voice mail from a web browser.

• Operate small or large queues for call centers, an-
nouncing estimated hold times to callers.

The complete Asterisk system

A complete Asterisk-based phone system will have several
components to it. You may not see all of these in any single
installation, but you probably want to be aware of your op-
tions anyway. Keep in mind that it’s possible to have a fully-
functioning Asterisk system without spending any money.
All you need is a Linux PC.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

It’s possible to have a fully-functioning
Asterisk system without spending any

money
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Asterisk server

The Asterisk server itself is the heart of the installation.
Whenever a call is made, Asterisk figures out how to route
it. Asterisk also manages things such as voice mail, telecon-
ferencing, queues, and hold music.

Hard phones

Several companies manufacture hardware digital phones.
These phones tend to resemble traditional office desk
phones. Instead of a telephone jack, have an Ethernet jack.
They will communicate with your Asterisk server using the
SIP protocol over Ethernet. This type of phone is called a
“hard phone”.

Hard phones can be purchased for as little as $60 for a ba-
sic version. Business-class hard phones typically cost any-
where from $150 to $700, depending on features.

Wireless hard phones have recently started appearing on
the market. These phones communicate with your Aster-
isk server over an 802.11b Wifi network, and can generally
roam with the same ease as a laptop can on a Wifi network.
Wireless phones typically cost around $150 to $350.

Soft phones

Soft phones are SIP phones that are implemented entirely
in software. To use a soft phone, you would usually use a
microphone and earpiece (or a headset) attached to a PC.
Soft phones exist for all popular operating systems. Linux
users frequently use the GPL’d linphone (http://www.
linphone.org/) program.
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In addition to the obvious cost savings, some users prefer
soft phones to help avoid desk clutter. Some soft phones
also offer features that are unavailable in all but the most
expensive hard phones.

ATAs

An Analog Telephone Adapter (ATA) is used to hook up
conventional analog telephony equipment to a digital phone
system such as Asterisk. ATAs come in two varieties. Some
ATAs are designed to simulate a phone company line; that
is, they provide dialtone, read DTMF digits, and provide
ring voltage to a standard analog telephone. These ATAs
are said to provide FXS (Foreign Exchange Station) ports.

Other ATAs are designed to simulate a standard tele-
phone. These units let you add analog lines from the phone
company to Asterisk. They can place outgoing calls by
sending DTMF digits to the phone company, or can receive
incoming calls by placing SIP calls when ring voltage is
detected. These ATAs are said to provide FXO (Foreign
Exchange Office) ports.

Both types of ATA look like just another SIP device to
Asterisk. An FXS device can be treated just like any other
SIP phone, and indeed, appears that way to Asterisk. An
FXO device can also work that way, but can additionally be
sent a phone number to dial.

ATAs are typically used to handle a small number of
lines. They’re normally used in residential or small office

settings. Larger environments will usually use analog chan-
nel banks, discussed below.

Digital voice lines

Large installations will want something better than dozens
or hundreds of analog lines to handle communication with
the outside world. In conventional PBX setups, the normal
way to accomplish this is to obtain T1 (or E1) service from
the telephone company. The T1 is common in North Amer-
ica and provides up to 24 simultaneous digital calls on a
single line. The E1 is common in Europe and much of the
rest of the world, and provides up to 30 simultaneous digi-
tal calls. For very large needs, lines such as the T3/E3 can
handle many times that volume.

To integrate digital voice lines into an Asterisk system,
you’ll need some sort of hardware device. Most people will
opt to purchase a PCI T1/E1 interface. You can find such
cards from companies like Digium and Sangoma. These
cards can be inserted directly into your Asterisk server, and
can typically handle anywhere between one and four T1/E1
lines. This is usually preferable, as it provides the greatest
performance for the least cost. T3/E3 interface cards are
also available.

Another option is to purchase a T1/E1 SIP gateway. This
would be an external hardware device that would translate
between the T1/E1 line and the SIP protocol that Asterisk
uses. It would then send the SIP information via Ethernet to
Asterisk.

Analog channel banks

Some large organizations may find the feature set of As-
terisk appealing. But they may prefer to keep part or all of
their existing installed base of analog phones, rather than in-
cur the expense of upgrading all of them to digital phones.
These companies may have anywhere from a dozen to thou-
sands of existing analog phones to integrate with Asterisk.

Analog channel banks provide a way to handle this inte-
gration. These devices are a special form of ATA—they pro-
vide many analog lines at once, in a high-density configura-
tion. Most analog channel banks provide standard Amphe-
nol connectors, which plug into standard telephone punch
blocks. In some cases, switching phone lines to use a chan-
nel bank instead of a legacy system could involve as little
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as just moving the cables for the punch blocks to the new
channel bank.

Analog channel banks typically use either a T1 or an Eth-
ernet connection to connect to the Asterisk server. Well-
known channel bank manufacturers include Adit, Adtran,
and AudioCodes. In addition, Citel makes channel banks
designed to work with legacy proprietary digital phones
from companies such as Nortel and Mitel.

VoIP services

The SIP protocol commonly used by IP phones and other
VoIP devices isn’t limited to being used on a LAN. SIP can
also be routed over the internet or WAN lines. Asterisk also
has its own protocol, IAX2, that is used to hook together
multiple Asterisk installations.

Many organizations have more than one physical loca-
tion. By using SIP or IAX2, it’s easy to connect them and
route traffic between them over the internet or a WAN. Resi-
dential users could do that, too. Maybe you have one house-
hold in Canada and another in Germany, both with Asterisk.
You could set up your Asterisk to route calls between them
over the internet at no charge.

It’s also possible to use VoIP to interact with the tradi-
tional phone network. VoIP termination lets you place out-
bound calls over the internet, which then get routed onto
the regular phone network. Such an arrangement often can
provide extremely low long-distance rates, especially for in-
ternational calling. It can also provide a greater choice than
might be available with traditional voice services.

The inverse is also possible: when someone dials your
phone number from a traditional phone, the call can be
routed to you via SIP or IAX2 over the internet. This service
is called VoIP origination and is also available from quite a
few vendors.

Finally, various free, internet-only services exist to help
people with VoIP devices contact each other online. The
most well known of these is Free World Dialup (http:
//www.fwdnet.net/) and works well with Asterisk.

Support

Many businesses and other organizations will wish to
hire professional help to install or maintain their Aster-
isk installation. In typical free software fashion, there
are many companies that would be happy to have your

business. I got about a dozen replies to a message I
posted to one of the Asterisk mailing lists. The voip-
info.org wiki also has quite a large list of Asterisk consul-
tants (http://www.voip-info.org/wiki/view/
Asterisk+consultants). These consultants usually
can help you with migration and provide support contracts.

Potential issues

Like any technology, Asterisk is not 100% perfect. There
are a few things to watch out for as you plan your Asterisk
installation.

Echo

A common complaint about VoIP systems revolves around
voice echo. Traditional telephones use only two wires to
carry both sides of the conversation. As a result, they gen-
erate echo, but you don’t perceive it as echo since there is
essentially no delay. With VoIP services, there is a very
small delay as data is converted into, and back out of, small
packets. Ordinarily you wouldn’t notice this delay at all, but
sometimes it can manifest itself as echo.

Echo is normally only a problem when dealing with
cheap, traditional analog phones. However, almost every-
one has to deal with them at some point, because even if
your own setup is all-digital, analog phone users may be
calling you.

A technique called echo cancellation is very effective at
minimizing or eliminating this effect. These days, modern
analog interface hardware tends to come with echo cancel-
lation built in. Asterisk also has echo cancellation in soft-
ware to use when dealing with PCI analog interface cards.
Simply enabling these features often makes the problem go
away.

Keeping your signal path digital for as long as possible
also helps. This could mean having a T1 or ISDN from the
phone company instead of a analog lines.

Business telephony equipment almost always has very
good echo cancellation algorithms, so you may never even
notice it’s there.

The bottom line on echo is this: it exists, and you should
research it before you spend lots of money on VoIP hard-
ware, but it is almost always possible to deal with it effec-
tively.
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Line use indicators

Many operator’s phones on traditional PBX systems have
lamps that indicate whether a particular extension is in use.
In Asterisk, the notion of an extension being in use is rather
fuzzy. A single extension number may ring at a dozen dif-
ferent phones simultaneously, and even if one is busy, could
still ring at the others. Individual phones may be capable
of handling multiple calls at once as well. Or, an extension
may correspond to a menu. It’s even possible for an exten-
sion to correspond to different physical devices at different
times of day, or even based on external factors such as data-
base queries.

Therefore, a line use indicator in the traditional sense
isn’t supported under Asterisk. However, in many cases,
new features Asterisk brings to the phone system can re-
move the need for such an indicator. Much of the work that
an operator may have done in the past—such as finding a
free person for a caller to speak with—can now be handled
automatically by Asterisk. As part of our Asterisk installa-
tion, we have found that we are able to eliminate the very
need for these indicators by deploying other new features in
Asterisk.

If these things really are needed, alternatives exist. It is
possible to find whether certain phones have active calls on
them through the Asterisk management interface, and third-
party web or GUI tools can be used to present a friendly
interface to that information through a PC. This may help.

Certain phones can also publish that information between
themselves, and not need to bother Asterisk for server sup-
port for it.

Starting with Asterisk

One of the best things about Asterisk is that it costs nothing
to try it out. You can install Asterisk on a spare Linux PC
somewhere, install a few soft phones, and you’ve got an
instant test environment. I’ve assembled a list of Asterisk
resources to help get you started.

• The VoIP Info Wiki (http://www.voip-info.
org/), possibly the single most useful Asterisk site
around. This site has a thorough reference for Aster-
isk, plus lists of hard and soft phones, VoIP providers,
consultants, and just about anything else you’d care to
know.

• Asterisk’s homepage (http://www.asterisk.
org/)

• Asterisk Documentation Project (http://www.
asteriskdocs.org/)

• The Asterisk@Home Project (http://
asteriskathome.sourceforge.net/),
which aims to make an easy-to-install Asterisk
distribution for home users

• Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/) also
has helpful articles about telephony jargon and oper-
ation

• Local calling guide (http://www.
localcallingguide.com/) is a helpful site
for anyone that’s trying to determine what exactly
constitutes a local call
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Software patents

An adventure in US patents for software and business methods

Percival Smith

D
emonstrations over the proposed “Software
Patent Directive” in Europe (since rejected
by the EU Parliament) were sometimes quite
theatrical, and involved at least one “naval

battle”. Mikko Rauhala created an ingenious way to coun-
teract the influence of large corporations who were promot-
ing the idea that software patents should be allowed in Eu-
rope—he collected pledges of money from the public to of-
fer as bribes to politicians. A “Software Patent Violation
Contest” was also organised.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Powerful lobby groups promote the idea
that software should be patentable

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Richard Stallman and Tim O’Reilly both organised
protest actions against Amazon.com’s “One-Click” patent
in the USA, which claims a monopoly over the idea of or-
dering an item with a “single action” such as the click of a
mouse button.

Non-profit groups such as the EFF (http://www.
eff.org) and PUBPAT (http://www.pubpat.org)
in the USA, and the FFII (http://www.ffii.org/) in
Europe, have made it their mission to attack and destroy
software patents.

A blogger (http://igdmlgd.blogspot.com) has
succeeded in forcing a re-examination of the infamous
Amazon “one-click patent” by presenting new prior art to
the United States Patent Office.

Comparison between figure 9 of the prior art
patent and figure 1A of the “One-click” patent

However, the holders of software patents aren’t exactly in-
active either. Powerful lobby groups promote the idea that
software should be patentable—and at the end of the day,
patent holders will enforce their monopolies. The current
suit by Firestar against Red Hat could be a portent of things
to come.

Figure 9 of US Patent 5729594
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So what exactly are these software patents that get people
so excited? In this article I’ll take a look at US software and
business method patents.

Background

Patents on information processing have been around for
a long time. 19th century punch-card machine patents
abound, and remarkably “software-like” encryption meth-
ods were patented during the First World War. What has re-
ally changed over the years is how they have fared in court.

In the 1853 case, O’Reilly v. Morse, claims such as:

“. . . the use of the motive power of the electric or
galvanic current, which I call electro-magnetism,
however developed, for making or printing in-
telligible character, letters or signs, at any dis-
tances. . . ”

were struck down.

Figure 1A of the “One-click” patent

Software patents were foreshadowed by cases like
Cochane v. Deemer (1877) (concerned an invention relat-
ing to flour making), in which the Supreme Court held that

“A process may be patentable, irrespective of the
particular form of the instrumentality used.”

In MacKay Radio & Telegraph Co. v. Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica, a 1939 case about a radio antenna designed to a mathe-
matical formula, it was held that:

“While a scientific truth, or the mathematical ex-
pression of it, is not patentable invention, a novel
and useful structure created with the aid of knowl-
edge of a scientific truth may be.”

Nevertheless, for a long time software was considered to
be within the realm of such things as “abstract ideas”, “sci-
entific truths” or “mathematical expressions” all of which
were banned by statute from being patented. This meant
that many key software innovations (such as the basic idea
for the spreadsheet) were never patented.

For example, in Gottschalk v. Benson (1972), in which
the claims were for converting binary-coded decimal num-
bers into binary numbers, it was stated:

“It is conceded that one may not patent an idea.
But in practical effect that would be the result if
the formula for converting BCD numerals to pure
binary numerals were patented in this case. The
mathematical formula involved here has no sub-
stantial practical application except in connection
with a digital computer, which means that if the
judgement below is affirmed, the patent would
wholly pre-empt the mathematical formula and in
practical effect would be a patent on the algorithm
itself.”

and

“Phenomena of nature, though just discovered,
mental processes, and abstract intellectual con-
cepts are not patentable, as they are the basic tools
of scientific and technological work.”

In Parker v. Flook (1978) the claims were for updating a
number called the alarm limit used to control a chemical
process. It was stated:
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“. . . respondent’s process is unpatentable under §
101, not because it contains a mathematical al-
gorithm as one component, but because once that
algorithm is assumed to be within the prior art,
the application, considered as a whole, contains
no patentable invention.”

and

“Very simply, our holding today is that a claim
for an improved method of calculation even when
tied to a specific end use, is unpatentable subject
matter under § 101. . . ”

“§ 101” here refers to 35 U.S.C § 101, which provides the
statutory basis for patentable subject matter:

“Whoever invents or discovers any new and use-
ful process, machine, manufacture or composition
of matter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to
the conditions and requirements of this title.”

Rise of the software patents

A number of cases gradually changed the anti-software
patent stance, beginning in 1981 with Diamond v. Diehr (a
computer-controlled process for curing rubber). Other ex-
amples were In re Alappat (creating a smooth waveform dis-
play in a digital oscilloscope), the pivotal State Street Bank
(a “hub-and-spoke mutual fund management system”), and
AT&T v. Excel (adding a data field to a standard message
record in a telecommunications system).

Alapatt addressed the Board of Appeal’s concern that the
claims read on a general purpose computer:

“We have held that such programming creates a
new machine, because a general purpose com-
puter in effect becomes a special purpose com-
puter once it is programmed to perform particular
functions pursuant to instructions from program
software.”

State Street Bank held:

“Today we hold that the transformation of data,
representing discrete dollar amounts, by a ma-
chine through a series of mathematical calcula-
tions into a final share price, constitutes a practi-
cal application of a mathematical algorithm, for-
mula or calculation, because it produces “a use-
ful, concrete and tangible result”—a final share
price momentarily fixed for recording and report-
ing purposes and even accepted and relied upon
by regulatory authorities in subsequent trades.”

One issue that reared its head during these early pro-
software-patent decisions was whether what the inventor
had claimed to have discovered was in fact statutory sub-
ject matter. If the alleged inventive idea was in fact non-
statutory subject matter, but the claim was drafted to recite
some statutory structure, should the claim be granted? The
courts seemed to think so.

However, looking at some of the dissenting opinions,
these decisions weren’t made without a fight. For exam-
ple in Diamond v. Diehr, Justice Stevens for the minority
stated:

“The Court. . . fails to understand or completely
disregards the distinction between the subject
matter of what the inventor claims to have discov-
ered—the § 101 issue—and the question whether
that claimed discovery is in fact novel—the § 102
issue.”

The dissent in Alapatt was even more interesting:
This said that the majority took the simplistic approach of

looking at whether the claim reads on structure and ignored
the “claimed invention or discovery for which a patent is
sought”.

Judge Archer stated:

“The dispositive issue is whether the invention or
discovery for which an award of patent is sought
is more than just a discovery in abstract mathe-
matics.”

Nevertheless, the idea took hold that if your “invention” was
entirely in the field of non-statutory subject matter, but your
claim recited some allowed structure, you could get a patent.

As an extension of the idea of software patents, patents
on pure business methods also began to appear.
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Although 19th century patents can be found relating to
information processing methods for business purposes, an
important example in the modern era was the Merrill Lynch
patent (4,376,978) on a cash management account.

A 2005 decision, Ex parte Lundgren, concerned a patent
on a “method of compensating a manager” that involved cal-
culating compensation based on performance criteria and
then transferring payment to the manager. This decision
seems to allow business method patents to exist without us-
ing “technological arts”.

The USPTO has since set in place interim examination
guidelines stating that “if the claimed invention physically
transforms an article or physical object to a different state
or thing, or if the claimed invention otherwise produces a
useful, concrete, and tangible result” then it will fall within
§ 101.

Back in the real world

Cases like Computer Associates v. Altai and Lotus v. Bor-
land showed the limited ability of copyright to protect soft-
ware, which encouraged developers to seek patent protec-
tion.

The growth of the internet led to more software patents
than most people could keep track of, making it almost
impossible to know if a new project would infringe some
patent or other. Many developers became alarmed not only
by the sheer number of software patents, but that they
seemed to claim simple combinations of previously well-
known ideas as inventions, with very little “inventiveness”
involved.

A patent application is examined by the United States
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) to see if it is not only
novel (i.e. new) but also “nonobvious”. Nonobviousness is
summarised on the USPTO website as:

“The subject matter sought to be patented must be
sufficiently different from what has been used or
described before that it may be said to be nonob-
vious to a person having ordinary skill in the area
of technology related to the invention. For exam-
ple, the substitution of one color for another, or
changes in size, are ordinarily not patentable.”

However, a number of these new software patents seemed to
the average person to claim matter that was neither novel nor

nonobvious. Partly this was because people did not compre-
hend how low the standards of nonobviousness really were.
As stated by Stephen C. Glazier in his book “Patent Strate-
gies for business”:

“To most technical people, this obviousness hur-
dle seems to mean that, in retrospect, an invention
must involve a new scientific discovery, or a new
engineering principle. This, however, is not the
legal view of obviousness.”

That such a low level of innovation was required to obtain
a patent was largely due to decisions of the Court of Ap-
peals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC). The CAFC developed
a requirement for a “teaching, suggestion, or motivation”
to combine previously existing references in order to show
that an invention was obvious. This made it harder to show
obviousness, even if prior art could be found.

However, it also became apparent that the USPTO had
difficulty finding software-related “prior art”, such as doc-
uments showing what had been used or described before
the date of invention, to consult when examining the patent
applications. Many well-known programming techniques
were either simply part of “general knowledge” or recorded
in places not normally accessible to patent examiners.

Software patents came to be viewed as a weapon used by
large firms to attack smaller firms who could not afford to
develop and enforce their own patent portfolios. Sometimes
it worked the other way: Stac Electronics sued Microsoft for
patent infringement, receiving a judgement of about $120
million, and a permanent injunction against Microsoft.

Where are we going today?

During the brief history of software patents, debate has
been focused on whether software is patentable in princi-
ple—and as shown above, it has generally come out in the
affirmative. So, anyone trying to have software or business
patents thrown out on principle today will have an uphill
battle—particularly in the face of the huge vested interests
that have developed.

Lack of novelty and obviousness are two important re-
maining weapons for attacking software patents. However,
the way the USPTO and the CAFC have interpreted the le-
gal “obviousness” test is a problem. It has developed into
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something completely different from the common-sense no-
tion of what is “obvious”—and it’s not just where software
is concerned.

Patents have been issued on things such as tennis strokes,
training a janitor, or exercising a cat using a laser pointer.
Recent patent applications that have made headlines have
included those for storylines, or for a method of swinging
on a swing.

It seems that not only is the definition of what is
patentable expanding without bound, (see Ex parte Lund-
gren above) but the level of inventiveness that needs to be
shown is diminishing to zero.

But might the playing field be levelled a little in the fu-
ture?

If you can’t beat’em

KSR v. Teleflex will soon be addressed by the Supreme
Court. This case has the potential to give obviousness a lot
more “teeth”. It relates to accelerator pedals for cars rather
than software, but could have important ramifications for
patents in general.

It has raised the spectre of Supreme Court cases such as
Sakraida v. Ag Pro, Inc which stated (quoting Great A. &
P. Tea Co. v. Supermarket Corp):

“. . . A patent for a combination which only unites
old elements with no change in their respective
functions. . . obviously withdraws what already is
known into the field of its monopoly and dimin-
ishes the resources available to skillful men. . . ”

If the elements of a combination claim have to have a
change in their respective functions to be held nonobvious,
would this affect the current crop of software patents that
seem to simply cobble together elements that were already
known?

After all, Sakraida was about a water flush system to re-
move cow manure from the floor of a dairy barn.

Copyright information

Copyright c© 2006 Percival Smith
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Security bulletins, computers,
and cars

Changing the oil in your computer

John Locke

I
f you’re connected to the internet, you are vulnerable
to attacks. I don’t care what operating system, which
browser, what firewall, anti-virus, or anti-spyware
you have installed—there’s a vulnerability on your

system somewhere. Even the tools security researchers use
to analyze attacks can be used against their owners as a way
of breaking into their machines.

People discover new vulnerabilities all the time, for all
operating systems. Computers are complicated things, com-
plicated enough that nobody can forsee all the possible ways
to break into them. As people discover new ways of break-
ing into computers, other people develop countermeasures
to keep your personal information safe. It’s an escalating
war between thieves and people trying to stop them—and
your data is the battleground.

In July 2005 there were major vulnerabilities for all of
the major operating systems. Basically, if you were on the
internet, you needed to update your computer.

First off, Windows. Those poor souls limping along with
Windows 98, ME, or NT reached the end of the line. Mi-
crosoft announced that they do not plan to release a fix
for these operating systems, for the critical vulnerability re-
vealed in July. If you use any Windows 98 or ME machines
to browse the internet, you’re vulnerable, and the only thing
you can do is update to a newer operating system.

What’s the issue? Basically, there’s a problem in the Win-
dows code that translates image files from files to pictures.
All you have to do is view a specially crafted image in any
Windows program. Including Office, Outlook and Internet

Explorer. Including Firefox. Including just about every-
thing that can show you a picture. You could get infected
by following a link on Google to a less-than savory site, or
opening a Word document from a friend.

Anti-virus software can help block known viruses, but as
always, can’t protect you from brand new viruses until the
anti-virus folks can discover, dissect, and create virus sig-
natures to detect them.

Now let’s take a look at another vulnerability from July:
Firefox, Thunderbird, and the other Mozilla packages. New
versions of each were released to fix some potential flaws
that could lead to hijacks on any operating system.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Even the tools security researchers use
to analyze attacks can be used against
their owners as a way of breaking into

their machines
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mac users on the newest version of the Apple operating
system also got a major security release, for users of OS
10.4.

Fourth vulnerability: Zlib packages. Zlib is a set of soft-
ware that makes files take up less space on the disk. This
may not sound like much, but it’s built into hundreds of
other programs, on all platforms. Especially Unix-based
platforms, like Mac and Linux. There isn’t a specific ac-
tion to take here, so much as keeping an eye on bulletins for
programs you use.
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Computer maintenance vs. car maintenance

Which brings me to the point of this article. Like it or not,
somebody needs to actively take responsibility for keeping
each computer up-to-date.

Think of your computer like your car: every 3,000 miles,
you change the oil. Every 15,000 miles, it goes in for more
major maintenance. And as things break, they need to get
fixed.

Computer maintenance is similar to car maintenance in
that with the proper tools, talents, and time, anybody can do
it. But do you really want to? Most of us just take our cars
into somebody else’s shop and pay somebody to handle the
maintenance for us.

Obviously though, computer maintenance is different
than car maintenance. Without maintenance, your car will
eventually break down and stop working. It could kill you
in the process, if something catastrophic goes wrong at a
bad time. With a computer, the risks are entirely different:

• Your computer could break down, taking all of your
digital photos, finances, and documents with it.

• Your computer could slow down, when a virus or spy-
ware starts using up all of its memory, and uses your
internet connection to send itself to all of your friends.

• Spyware or viruses could reveal your personal infor-
mation, such as your credit card numbers or social se-
curity numbers, along with anything you ever type into
it.

• Worms or viruses could lead you to being unable to
get to web sites or send email to your friends, if your
computer becomes marked as a virus-carrier.

• If you’re running a business, a compromise could lead
to you revealing any data you have about your cus-
tomers, thus potentially leading to you being the target
of a lawsuit.

Aren’t you exaggerating a little?

No.
Technology people have an expression that’s start-

ing to spread to the mainstream: FUD (http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/FUD). FUD stands for Fear,
Uncertainty, and Doubt, and basically refers to a market-
ing practice of whipping up these emotions in people in or-
der to get them to buy a particular product, service, or U.S.

Congress bill. So before I give you my marketing pitch, let
me borrow a phrase from the late Douglas Adams:

DON’T PANIC!

But my point is valid. Think of all the complicated ma-
chinery we all have in our houses and lives, besides cars:
televisions, toasters, DVD players, digital cameras, refrig-
erators, ovens, grills, bicycles, furnaces, and vacuum clean-
ers to name a few. None are as sophisticated or complex
as your desktop computer. Most are far more reliable than
your desktop computer. All require some sort of mainte-
nance, and many require special expertise to provide that
maintenance. And none of these can reveal your financial
identity to a thief who lives on the other side of the world.
At least not until you hook your toaster up to the internet,
anyway.

Do I have to become a geek?

You don’t need a license to run a refrigerator, but you do
need quite a bit of training to learn how to drive a car. A
hundred years ago, only a handful of enthusiasts knew how
to drive a car, and most of them, out of necessity, had to
become mechanics while they were at it. Today, hundreds
of millions of us drive every day, without thinking twice
about it. And we hire mechanics to fix our cars for us.

We’re still early in the development of computers—and
already more than half of all Americans use them. We ex-
pect them to be as reliable as our cars and refrigerators,
and when they’re not, we get frustrated. But we’re already
completely dependent on them for our businesses. And, as
the line between content producers and content consumers
starts to blur, they’re starting to have a major impact on our
culture.

But collectively, our computer driving skills could use
some work. Careless computer use can lead to the results
I pointed out earlier: loss of data, computers that become
sluggish and unusable, problems accessing things every-
body else can use, theft of your financial identity, and po-
tentially even legal trouble.

Computer mechanics are starting to appear, all over the
place. And while fixing a computer can often cost more than
buying a new one, if you don’t learn some basic computer
driving skills, you’re going to need to hire a mechanic even
more quickly.
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If you’re going to use a computer, you’re going to need
to learn some basic driving skills if you haven’t already, and
you’re going to need a mechanic.

What do I do now?

If you’re set up with Windows 2000 or Windows XP, once
you’ve done your updates, you’re fine. . . for a while. If
you’re using a recent Mac, you’re also probably fine once
you’ve done your updates. If you’re still on Windows 98 or
Windows ME, it’s time to upgrade.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If you’re running a business, a
compromise could lead to you revealing

any data you have about your
customers, thus potentially leading to

you being the target of a lawsuit
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Before going out and buying Windows XP, however, it
might be a good time to look at some alternatives. Unless
you have a compelling reason to stick with Windows, if your
needs are modest you’ll probably end up saving quite a bit
of money by switching to Linux. Why?

Hardware costs

Your Windows 98 computer may have (barely) enough re-
sources to run Windows XP, but most of the Microsoft soft-
ware keeps demanding faster computers with more mem-
ory. If all you’re doing is email, web browsing, and office
document-type of work, many businesses will be happy to
set you up with a streamlined Linux distribution that will
do all this for you easily, and breathe new life into that old
hardware of yours.

Software costs

Most people are used to buying programs to do everything.
Need to do something new? You have to go shell out an-
other couple of hundred dollars. A recent computer I pur-
chased for a client cost $600 for the basic computer and a
nice flat panel monitor. The Microsoft software to go with it
cost another $500. If you’re willing to try open source soft-
ware, that $500 could be spent learning how to use some of

the free, powerful alternatives. It’s no longer necessary to
buy basic application software—for just about every busi-
ness need, there is an alternative that costs nothing more
than the time spent learning to use the application, or pay-
ing someone to train you.

Administration costs

Microsoft provides a great package of tools for managing
hundreds of computers in large enterprises. The Windows
Update service works reasonably well for individuals. But
if you don’t want to be your own IT professional, hiring
someone to do it for you remotely, especially for more than
one or two computers, costs more money because you have
to pay them to come and visit your office every time some-
thing needs to be done. It’s possible to set up remote admin-
istration facilities for Windows, but this costs more money,
while the ability to administer Linux machines is built into
the core system. If I install Linux on your computer, I can
easily turn on a couple of features that allow me to securely
administer your computer from my office. The closest Win-
dows equivalent, Remote Desktop, was the target of another
of July’s security vulnerabilities.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If all you’re doing is sending email and
using the web, you can have an internet

appliance that essentially cannot be
infected by spyware or viruses—every

time you start up, it’s like having a
completely fresh installation of the

operating system
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

No escaping administrative costs

With Windows, somebody needs to administer the machine.
You need to be an administrator to do many tasks, and if
that’s not you, it’s gotta be somebody. In the Linux world,
some people have built operating systems that don’t need
a hard drive—they can run entirely off a CD-ROM. If all
you’re doing is sending email and using the web, you can
have an internet appliance that essentially cannot be infected
by spyware or viruses—every time you start up, it’s like
having a completely fresh installation of the operating sys-
tem. Cleaning your system is as simple as restarting your
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computer. Upgrading is as simple as putting a new CD-
ROM in the drive and restarting your computer.

Alternatives to Windows

These do exist, and they come in all shapes and sizes. Many
businesses can help you figure out the best strategy for keep-
ing your current costs low, while also keeping your comput-
ing costs down over the long haul. Just remember that no
matter what anybody tells you, as long as you’re using com-
puters there’s going to continue to be costs involved. Talk
to a professional you trust before making major purchasing
decisions.

Why not switch to Linux?

You might hear a lot of FUD about how Linux is more ex-
pensive, that “it’s not ready for the desktop”, that it’s hard
to configure and use, or that it’s confusing. In many ways,
Windows still isn’t “ready for the desktop” either—you still
have to have somebody administer the machine, to make
one point.

To a beginner, all computers are mysterious, complicated,
and confusing. Even driving a mouse takes muscle coor-
dination that you may have forgotten that you’ve actually
learned. In learning to drive a Windows machine, you may
have picked up all sorts of habits that are as unnecessary as
double-clutching a modern car—habits like rebooting when
something goes wrong. Switching to Linux can be like rent-
ing a car in another country—the signs are unfamiliar, you
drive on the other side of the road, you’re sitting on the
wrong side of the car. There is a definite learning curve
involved in switching to Linux, but with a little time behind
the wheel, you’ll soon feel right at home.

For the new computer user, learning to use Linux is no
harder than learning to use Windows. For really experi-
enced users, Linux offers far more power, customizability
and flexibility that makes Windows feel constraining. It’s
only those in the middle who have been using Windows for
years that have any trouble making the switch. And because
large corporations are filled with people who have been us-
ing Windows for years, most of the FUD stories you’ll hear
add retraining and temporary loss of productivity as a sig-
nificant cost.

The other reason you might not be able to switch to Linux
is if you rely upon some application that’s not available in
Linux. I don’t mean Microsoft Word or Powerpoint—those
can be completely replaced by OpenOffice.org (http:
//www.openoffice.org/) (without even switching to
Linux). But, in just about every primary business, there
are key programs you and your colleagues use, that peo-
ple in other industries don’t need. Many have free software,
Linux-based equivalents, but the free software versions are
often far behind in terms of functionality.

Now, I’m not an expert in these areas, but I’m going to
provide some examples of software with different types of
issues preventing people from switching:

Bookkeeper

Assessment: Great equivalents; migration is expensive
Proprietary software: Quickbooks
Free software equivalent: GnuCash (http:

//www.gnucash.org/), SQL Ledger (http:
//www.sql-ledger.org/)

It seems like all small businesses use QuickBooks, as if
there was no other choice. It’s an automatic decision for
most businesses. Never mind that many accountants prefer
PeachTree. But in any case, there are some great business
accounting packages for Linux, and we have quite a bit of
experience working with them. Personal finance programs
are definitely more polished in Windows, but it’s easy to find
some simple checkbook managers for Linux. Bookkeeping
seems to be the single biggest barrier for moving a small
business to Linux—not because there isn’t an alternative,
but only because people are stuck with several years of data
in what they currently use.

Photographer

Assessment: Good equivalents, missing a couple high-end
features

Proprietary software: Photoshop
Free software equivalent: The GIMP (http://www.

gimp.org/)
The GIMP is a powerful image manipulation program

that does nearly everything Photoshop does. However, until
version 2.0 came out a year or so ago, it didn’t handle the
CMYK color model, which professional photographers and
printers need for print production. The GIMP is now pretty
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much equivalent to Photoshop 6.0, and can read Photoshop
files directly. Color management in general is a weak area
for Linux and The GIMP.

Print publisher

Assessment: Good equivalents, not quite mature
Proprietary software: InDesign, Quark
Free software equivalent: Scribus (http://www.

scribus.org.uk/)
Scribus already does most of what PageMaker could do,

and it’s only a couple years old. Compared to InDesign, the
main lack you’ll find in Scribus is the ability to drag and
drop pictures and text from other programs—another weak
area for Linux in general. There’s a way to do just about
everything related to laying out and printing a brochure or
sales pamphlet in Scribus, but figuring out how can be a
challenge. Unlike The GIMP, color management is one of
the strong points for Scribus, and most of its users are pro-
fessional desktop publishers so you know it has compelling
features. It also can do PDF forms, and most anything you’d
like to do in a PDF. However, I don’t know how effective it
would be for laying out a longer catalog or magazine.

Architect

Assessment: Equivalents for modest needs
Proprietary software: AutoCAD
Free software equivalent: QCad (http://www.

ribbonsoft.com/qcad.html)
QCad is a 2-dimensional CAD program. It doesn’t have

the 3D capabilities of AutoCad, but it’s a lot easier to use in
general, and if you don’t need the 3D views, you may find
it a great solution at a fraction of the cost. QCad can read
industry-standard DXF files.

Building contractor

Assessment: No equivalents
Proprietary software: Various estimating packages
Free software equivalent: None
There are about a dozen different packages for generating

estimates for housing remodels. Some include regularly up-
dated databases with prices of materials in particular cities.
As you get to the lower end of software, there are a lot of au-

thors of shareware packages to meet very specific needs, and
only a few of these have moved to a free software model.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FUD stands for Fear, Uncertainty, and
Doubt, and basically refers to a

marketing practice of whipping up these
emotions in people in order to get them
to buy a particular product, service, or

U.S. Congress bill
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Moving to free software

Even if you’re stuck using a proprietary, Windows-only
software package in your business, there’s no reason you
can’t start taking advantage of free software for the rest of
your business, and start limiting your dependence on ven-
dors who can cut off your service. If you have several com-
puters in your business, you might keep one of them on
Windows to run the software you need for your business,
and cut the licensing expenses on the rest of your comput-
ers.

Copyright information

c© 2005 John Locke
This article is made available under the “Attribution-

Share-alike Creative Commons License 2.0 available
from http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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Towards a free matter
economy—part 7

A free future in space

Terry Hancock

I
f you had a matter economy based on free-licensed
design, what would you do with it? Why does
this apply to space settlements? Are there practi-
cal projects? Who would need them? Why is free-

design the right way to go? This final installment in the free
matter economy series will attempt to answer these ques-
tions by taking a brief tour of the kinds of roadblocks that
lead to the concept of applying free software methods to
space.

“[Astronaut] Anna Fisher got the job of helping
design a [space]suit for women. This had noth-
ing to do with fashion and everything to do with
safety. A poor fit is unacceptable, because it
would make it impossible to move. As a small
person, Fisher found the unisex stock sizes simply
unworkable. ‘Women are not smaller men’, she
reminded the astronaut office, which apparently
had to be reminded, ‘Women are built differently’.
For a while NASA thought it would be more eco-
nomical to select a large candidate who would fit
the suit, rather than adjust the suit to fit a smaller
woman, but tall women are also built differently,
another lesson NASA had to learn.”—Bettyann
Holtzmann Kevles, Almost Heaven: The Story
of Women in Space [1]

Suppose that you do create a free-design community and
a vendor economy to support it. What will you do with
it? The idea covers many different aspects of life, but the

part I’m interested in is the development of space. Why is
it so essential to have a free-design bazaar to make space
colonization work?

In part II of this series [2], I explored the importance of
design freedom to the self-sufficiency that made past colo-
nizations and migrations possible, following the example of
the wagon trains in early 19th century America. The mo-
tivating necessity is the need for total field-repairability on
the frontier. There’s not going to be a lot of warranty service
calls to Mars!

Explorers and pioneers understand the importance of
knowing their equipment, and in the extreme case of space
settlement, there is no reasonable way to achieve this except
through total disclosure of the design, means of testing, and
engineering limits of the equipment used.

In fact, this is no more than NASA demanded of its con-
tractors when it built the equipment to go to the Moon in the
1960s, so there should be no great shock in realizing that
colonists will need the same power. But NASA represents
a monopsony, a single-buyer market, where the buyer was
deep-pocketed enough to pay those contractors everything
they needed. Space settlers, especially if we are to imag-
ine anything like a free frontier, will not be so top-down
organized, nor so wealthy, and will have to manage their
collective buying power differently.

There is also a very high premium on mass transportation
for anything that must be launched from the Earth, so there
will be a substantial demand for fashioning needed equip-
ment from materials on site. Pioneers will have relatively
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ISDC 2000 was held in Tucson, Arizona, the birthplace of the
L5 Society. (Image credits: b/g - Geoff Stearns/CC-By, c/w
from lower left - Chris Patriarca/CC-By, Aaron Jacobs/CC-By-SA,
NASA/Public Domain)

little need to purchase equipment itself, focusing instead on
the tools to begin the long bootstrapping process of building
their own habitats and civilization out of little more than the
dirt and sunlight they find in situ. Any economy that sub-
sists from charging fees for centrally-manufactured copies
of a secret or patented design is going to have problems with
this model of living off of the land. This makes it difficult
to rely on investment from terrestrial manufacturing indus-
tries which see little profit motive in serving the needs of
colonists.

Personal technologies on the frontier

At the 2000 International Space Development Conference
(ISDC) in Tucson, Arizona [3], I attended a small brain-
storming session focused on what conference organizer and
Tucson L5 member Tom Jaquish called “personal technolo-
gies for space” [4]. There were only half a dozen people
in that meeting, but I was lucky enough to be one of them,
and I still regard that meeting as a decision point. It became
obvious to me that space pioneers need something that as-
tronauts don’t: scaled down, personalized, fully-disclosed,
and modifiable technology that is adapted for their funda-
mental needs of freedom and independence.

The independence is not entirely a matter of choice. Like
the wagon train migrants of the 1830s, the space settlers of

the 2030s will be far from physical help (though radio con-
tact and the beginnings of an interplanetary internet will be
available for most settlers [5]). That means that they will
be forced, by necessity, to do much fabrication and main-
tenance on site, using the available materials. The space
community officially calls this “In Situ Resource Utiliza-
tion” (ISRU) [6], or informally, “living off of the land”.

It is the most fundamental part of Robert Zubrin’s Mars
Direct concept [7], a basic tenant of the Mars Society which
he founded, and at least an important part of the so-called
NASA Reference Mission that he influenced. It is also fun-
damental to all realistic colonization and settlement plans,
right back to the works of Gerard O’Neill, who first pro-
posed mining the Moon to build giant space colonies at the
Earth-Moon’s “L5” point [8]—incidentally motivating the
creation of the L5 Society (one of the two space advocacy
groups that merged to become the modern National Space
Society).

This independence will require freedom and knowledge
of precisely the kinds that are guaranteed by copyleft cul-
ture: settlers must be able to freely use technology, modify
it to their needs, and share both their knowledge and their
innovations with other settlers [9]. The frontier will require
high levels of both cooperation and self-sufficiency.

This frontier-libertarian vision is at odds with corporate
proprietary intellectual property culture. Settlers will be as-
suming their own risks, but in order to do so, they need to-
tal disclosure on the equipment they will be using—and that
can only happen in an environment dominated by open stan-
dards and free-licensed, open-source hardware (and soft-
ware).

With deep enough pockets, like Apollo-era NASA, you
could simply bully the manufacturers into tending to your
every whim. But this is not a very likely situation for inde-
pendent colonists—they are much more likely to get shafted
by corporate policies that are short-sighted here on Earth
and potentially deadly in space. An omission in a man-
ual, a microcontroller that can’t be reprogrammed, or a
mechanism that can’t be repaired by a user could consign
a colonist to death. If we let corporate suppliers run the
show in space, it will only be a matter of time before the
intellectual property system kills somebody.

The realization that this danger exists is not new. It
has long been one of many reasons why those favoring
a government-run program fear the commercialization of
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A Bernal sphere, one of several giant space colony designs explored
in O’Neill’s The High Frontier[8] (Image credit: NASA/Public
Domain, painting by Don Davis)

space by a new wave of corporate developers. There’s a
real fear that “greedy capitalists” could fill the new frontier
with modern analogs to the “robber barons” and “company
towns” of the 1880s. Science fiction movies like Alien and
Outland have explored this dystopic corporate future, and
even Heinlein’s 1949 juvenile novel, Red Planet proposed
the idea that Martian colonists would have to rebel against
“absentee landlords” on Earth. However, the space move-
ment has not been very forthcoming with ideas for how
to combat this problem, especially if the large government
agency is not the driving force behind it.

As for the practical utility of NASA in promoting col-
onization—forget it. It isn’t NASA’s job, no matter how
many NASA employees may be sympathetic to the cause.
As a government agency, NASA can reasonably be expected
to do research and development of space technologies and
exploration of the space environment, but that’s it. The busi-
ness of consolidating our hold on space, of developing it,
of finding ways to become comfortable there, work there,
live there, and raise families there—that’s something NASA
won’t (and probably shouldn’t) touch.

Consider the terror that NASA has of civilians in space
ever since the death of school teacher Christa McAulliffe
in the Challenger accident [10]: more than 20 years later,

NASA did essentially everything in its power to prevent
space tourist Dennis Tito from going aboard the Inter-
national Space Station [11]. The Russian RSC Ener-
gia/MirCorp partnership had originally promised Tito a
berth on the newly privatized Mir space station, but due to
pressure from NASA, which claimed the aging station was
a “distraction”, Energia had scuttled Mir, dropping it into
the Western Pacific over the objections of privately-funded
MirCorp [12].

Sending Tito aboard the ISS was the company’s best so-
lution for keeping its promise, and Tito, who paid more than
US$20 million for the privilege, felt it was a fair deal. Tito
made it to ISS because of Russian stonewalling and the re-
alpolitik of ownership: they were launching him on Russian
hardware to an ISS that at that time consisted almost entirely
of Russian modules. It was a truly ironic moment in the
development of space: the American socialist space agency
objecting to the newly capitalist Russian space industry pur-
suing the profit motive with well-healed customers. Consid-
ering this history, who can believe NASA PR about space
tourism, commercialization, and colonization of space is
any more than lip service?

Contrasting these political realities and the thirty years
of stagnation in opening the space frontier to real develop-
ment by individuals with the sustained rapid pace of inno-
vation in the free software community, I began to see that
free hardware could be the answer to the decades of dead-
lock, sluggish progress, and ineffective lobbying that made
up the space movement I had known all my life.

This series stems largely from that discussion in Tucson
in the year 2000. Around the table we brainstormed about
a series of necessary technologies that were not only neces-
sary for space colonization, but with which colonists would
have to be intimately familiar. Each one of these tech-
nologies would benefit substantially from free development
methods.

Frontier spacesuits

The number one most important technology is unquestion-
ably the spacesuit [13]. On the frontier, everyone will need
to have one. They may not get used all that much, since
much of a space settler’s life is likely to be spent indoors
(or “middoors” as Peter Koch likes to call it [14]), but for
safety’s sake, and for the occasional times when it really will
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One of Astronaut Anne L. Fisher’s earliest jobs at NASA was work-
ing with engineers to create a spacesuit that would fit women [1].
(Credit: NASA/Public Domain)

be necessary to take a walk, spacesuits are an unavoidable
necessity.

They are also pretty complicated.

A spacesuit is an entire, wearable, self-contained life-
support system, a human-shaped spacecraft. The suits used
by the Apollo astronauts on the moon are a very good start,
and there have been many new ideas incorporated into the
suits used on the Space Shuttle. There are also Russian de-
signs and private sources of hardware, including SCUBA
gear.

However, frontier suits will need to bear up under wear
that was not required of NASA equipment. The moon suits
were only used for about three days, and some experts don’t
think they would’ve lasted much longer because of the in-
credibly abrasive effect of particles from the Lunar regolith.
Moondust is created by micrometeroid “gardening” (accu-
mulated breakage due to billions of years of impacts) and
is therefore full of sharp edges, not having been dulled by
wind and water processes that affect rocks on Earth (on the
other hand, there is some rounding due to impact melting).
It’s also quite hard. It is, in fact, very much like the “polish-
ing grit” we use to grind glass.

Above all, suits for Moon or Mars will have to be built
for field-repairability. It must be possible to replace a seal

Moonsuit helmets and gear between EVAs on Apollo 17. Moondust
gets everywhere! (Credit: NASA)

when the dust finally wears it out. If a helmet cracks due to
a fall, it will be necessary to mold a replacement. Shipping
replacement parts is likely to be prohibitively expensive.

Then there are children. When children reach a certain
age, they will need suits, and their first suits will likely need
to be children’s suits, designed to be easy for the parent to
monitor, and hard for a child to mess up. Before they reach
that age, it’ll be necessary to decide whether very young
children should be in unarticulated containers like the “res-
cue balls” that were designed early in the Space Shuttle
program [15] (though these were claustrophobic for adults
and probably would be terrifying to children), or whether
it will make more sense for them to be inside a parent’s
suit—which implies the engineering problem of designing
a maternity spacesuit, specifically for pregnant and nursing
mothers.

“Settlement” by definition includes children. Will bud-
get sensitive national organizations overcome their fear of a
public relations incident to send families with children into
space? Will they then develop the necessary hardware to
do so? It seems to me that the only way such important
technologies will be developed is by the direct participation,
through a free design bazaar, of the people who need them.

Biospherics and space agriculture

Space settlers will, in the main, be farmers.
This seems to be a startling idea to a lot of space advo-

cates and government-sponsored space developers I have
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Spacesuits will need to be tailored to the specific needs of settlers
on the frontier: a suit for a dog, used early in the Russian space
program (Credit: James Duncan/CC-By-SA); an early Grumman
design for a long-duration lunar surface exploration suit shows an
alternate approach to suit design (Credit: NASA); the “rescue ball”
was meant to evacuate passengers and crew in the absence of space-
suits, but might be used for children or animals (Credit: NASA);
a 1990s era hardsuit design in testing (Credit: NASA); a concept
sketch of a child’s spacesuit with rear-facing controls, telescoping
gathers to allow for growth adjustment, and a parent tether (Credit:
author); and a concept for a “maternity spacesuit” allowing a parent
to carry a child (Credit: Rosalyn Hunter).

encountered. The idea is that (somehow) space colonies
will go straight to an industrial, urban culture support-
ing highly-specialized professionals like scientists and en-
gineers. There is apparently some desire to (somehow) skip
over the “dirty” business of developing an agrarian base for
the new civilizations in space.

Sorry, but it can’t be done! Every human civilization
in history has started by establishing an agrarian base, and
extra-terrestrial settlements aren’t going to be any different.
People have to eat. That’s the only path to self-sufficiency,
and “cheap access to space” (CATS) notwithstanding, space
travel just isn’t going to be cheap enough to support it as
an outgrowth of the terrestrial economy. Space is another
country with its own—separate—economy. As a matter of
“national” necessity, then, it will have to have its own inde-
pendent agricultural support system.

At the same time, we have to recognize that “farmers in
the sky” cannot possibly use the same techniques that we
have used for centuries here on Earth, and there are no “na-

Biosphere 2 was the best attempt so far to study biospherics on a
large scale, but is now abandoned (Credit: Neo Saguaro/CC-By).
Inset: Biosphere 2 from Google Earth (Credit: Elliott Back/CC-
By).

tives” [17] to teach us the new cultivation techniques. In-
stead, we will have to rely on experts—engineers and sci-
entists—to develop our initial guesses, and we will have to
play conservatively, while the first wave of pioneers learns
“how things really work”. There is no one yet alive who
has the right kind of “common sense” to be a good space
farmer—we have to find, train, and cultivate those people.

This means that one of our first tasks is to scientifically
attack the problem of how biospheres in general, and space
agriculture in particular, can be managed. So far, this is a
much ignored (and occasionally maligned) enterprise.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

As for the practical utility of NASA in
promoting colonization—forget it

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The best research to date is that of Biosphere 2 [18], but
it was plagued by bad business decisions, starting with the
idea of running the project as a for-profit enterprise which
created a strong conflict of interest, motivating academic
dishonesty. We know for a fact that some important fig-
ures were “fudged” in order to make the operation seem
more “viable” from a commercial perspective. The result
was endangerment of the experimental subjects and corpo-
rate in-fighting that resulted in the shutdown of the project
[19].
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Biosphere 2 failed as a project and Space Biosphere Ven-
tures as a company. The campus was transferred as a re-
search institution to university management, which gutted
the original project, repurposing the facility to more fash-
ionable Earth-centered environmental research. In only a
few short years, however, that program also collapsed. In
early 2006, the Biosphere 2 campus was purchased by a
tract homebuilder. Perhaps they will preserve it as a park,
or perhaps they will mow it down to build condominiums.
Either way, it will no longer be contributing to the necessary
knowledge of space habitat biospherics, and there is no re-
placement in design or construction as of this writing—one
more example of “big science” waste due to cancelling a
concept that was in principle, the right thing to do, but was
destroyed by bad management, lack of funds, and politics.

The problem here was the conflict of interest. Even if
the project is run by motivated, good-intentioned individ-
uals, the need to turn a profit in the process of conduct-
ing research creates too much pressure to fake “success”.
The greatest irony is that had Space Biosphere Ventures
been completely honest, it would have contributed useful
research, despite the problems. The problem was that “use-
ful research” wasn’t enough. They needed a blockbuster hit
in order to keep drawing in the paying tourists and the in-
vestment that they relied on to continue the research.

Simulated dirt and space construction methods

Like the settlers on the Great Plains who built houses out
of the only available material—sod—settlers in space will
need to learn how to build out of what they can find. For
most, that will be something like Lunar regolith—a dusty,
mostly-silica volcanic soil which is the result of igneous
rock dating back to the formation of the solar system and the
period of the “great bombardment”, pulverized by the long
history of later micrometeroid impacts (called “microme-
teroid gardening”).

Soil like this is pretty hard to find on Earth, but there are
some people who make substitutes that are acceptable for
many purposes. We need to learn how to use this material
to build adequate shelters in space [20].

There are various approaches to this, including:

• Process the material to extract metals and build metal-
lic structures [21]

Five of the more popular conceived native building materials for
Luna. A similar set would apply to asteroids or even Mars.

• Add water and make “lunar concrete” (although on
Luna, water is an import good!) [22]

• Make glass fibers and add amorphous glass to make
“glass-glass composite” [23]

• Bake it to make ceramic bricks [24]
• Push it around with soil-moving equipment to make

“earthen structures” [25]

Each of these implies a whole series of “civil engineering”
challenges which settlers need to see solved. How will this
be done by corporate developers? Where’s the profit? It has
little or no sale value, even though it has enormous use value
to the settlers who need it.

Fields of power

There are different approaches to power needs. Some peo-
ple think that nuclear reactors, burning lunar-mined thorium
are likely to be important [26], but the most common pro-
posal is to use solar panels. Lots and lots of solar panels.

Terrestrial farmers rely on the process of photosynthesis
to collect free energy from the Sun, which drives their whole
system. Photosynthesis as such is likely to be internalized
in many space colonies, since natural sunlight will often be
inadequate for one reason or another (wrong length of day
or too far from the Sun, for example), so that plants will
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From the outside, a space colony can be thought of as a space-
adapted lifeform that consumes sunlight and regolith and emits slag
and heat. (Credit: NASA/Public Domain)

be mostly cultivated under high-efficiency growlights. But
what’s powering the growlights?

In contrast to the internal biosphere of a space colony,
its external ecosystem is an open system. The colony, con-
sidered as a whole is a space-adapted life form which con-
sumes sunlight and regolith and emits (at minimum) slag
and heat. In order to collect energy, it will need to use some
of the collected mineral material (mostly silica) to produce
photovoltaic cells to be used in fields of solar panels [27],
which will sustain the energy needs both for agriculture and
for the industrial processes that lead to collecting more re-
golith to manufacture from.

This too requires development of technological pro-
cesses—we don’t yet have a formula for exactly how you
go about converting regolith into solar panels. Nor any of
the other complex systems that will form the backbone of
a space colony. Here also, it’s difficult to define a saleable
product with enough market potential to justify the research
from a conventional capitalist manufacturing perspective.

The labor limit and robotics

People like to talk about a “work-ethic” and there is a cer-
tain fear of robots “taking over” jobs from Humans, here on
Earth, which seems (and is) silly, except for the byzantine
complexity and luddite sluggishness of the Terran economy.
NASA, due to vagueries of the federal funding it receives,
is so often forced to justify the use of humans in space that
it has developed a vested interest in proving the inadequacy

of robotics. There is a very real fear that a too-capable robot
will threaten the funding base for manned spaceflight.

For space pioneers, however, what was a luxury becomes
a necessity: there is a fundamental limit to how much labor
a habitat can take to operate. An artificial biosphere must,
at absolute minimum, require fewer people to run than it
sustains.

If it doesn’t, of course, then the biosphere is doomed to
run down, and given the size of such systems, it will do so
quickly. On the other hand, even if the system manages this
minimal limit, it will still not be adequate, because Humans
cannot work 100% of the day or of their lives. A short-
term outpost can operate close to this limit, under emer-
gency conditions, with solely able-bodied crew to maintain
it, but that is a poor description of a real settlement.

Real settlements are towns with families. They have peo-
ple both too young and too old to work, and people whose
work is taking care of that fraction of the society. They have
people of varying skills. Even “able bodied” people must
have some tolerance for “down time”, whether due to dis-
ease or depression. The actual labor output of a naturally-
distributed Human population is probably no more than
10% of the hypothetical limit of a group of hypothetical
“able-bodied” people hypothetically working full time.

That means that the maintenance labor of a biosphere
must be less than 10% of the theoretical labor limit for

Robotics and automation will be essential on the space fron-
tier. Robonaut (left) is designed as a short-range telepresence
device which can reduce EVA requirements on crewed missions
[28] (Credit: NASA/JSC); the Crew Spider (right) was a 1990s
Anansi Spaceworks concept intended for longer range applications
where greater autonomy (and therefore simpler control mecha-
nisms) would be needed [29] (Credit: author).
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the number of people it supports. Occasionally, an emer-
gency (or a harvest) may exceed this limit, but such emer-
gencies must be relatively rare and recovery time must be
figured into the design. This is true of terrestrial farm-
ing, of course—it’s true that the work load during plantings
and harvests is huge, and there is always maintenance to be
done, but there’s also a lot of time “watching the corn grow”.
On Earth, farmers rely a lot on natural, self-regulating sys-
tems, but space agriculture always involves relatively high-
maintenance artificial growing environments. It’s necessary
to design and build the self-regulation into these systems to
make them workable.

All of this means a massive investment in automation and
computerized management of biosphere and space agricul-
ture systems. Only free-designed open architectures, adapt-
able to each colony, maintained and developed by users of
such systems, can hope to provide the levels of flexibility,
reliability, and low maintenance that this task requires. Cor-
porate lock-in to particular suppliers has no place in this
complex system.

Interfaces: where my nose ends

There is an expression of libertarian philosophy that says,
“Your freedom should end where my nose begins”. The
essence of this philosophy is the ideal of a “maximally and
equally free” society: freedoms are curtailed when they cur-
tail other peoples’ freedoms. Ultimately, it’s a statement
about interfaces: when does the freedom of one individual
start to restrict the freedoms of another? It’s clear that there
is no absolutely objective definition of this point, just as
there is no such thing as perfect freedom. Nor do advocates
of freedom advocate irresponsibility—generally the reverse
is true. In a highly technological world, this problem often
resolves to understanding and respecting standardized inter-
faces and formats.

In the era of the covered wagons or even of the great sail-
ing ships of the 19th century, most technology interfaced
only with the natural environment, or, at worst, could be eas-
ily adapted using handtools and ordinary craftsmen’s under-
standing of the basic principles (it was de facto open source
[TFME2]). Today, we live in a world where most technol-
ogy interfaces with other technology—often through very
arcane and sometimes deeply secreted interface standards
“published” only to those that the original technology rights

Community-based projects have already contributed to the private
development of space. The engine that powered SpaceShip One on
its historic flight above the Von Karman line was derived from a
unique hybrid engine concept used by the Huntsville Alabama L5
(HAL5) society [30] and their “High Altitude Lift-Off” (HALO)
rockoon project. The engine concept was due to Tim Pickens, a
HAL5 member [31] (Credits: HAL5 and Scaled Composites, from
press kits)

holder authorizes. This puts the end user far more at the
mercy of the original equipment manufacturers than they
have ever been—their freedom is restricted by it.

For the end user, this is the point of opening the source
to hardware designs and documentation [32]—it is essen-
tial for the interfaces to be free for the use of integrators,
other manufacturers, or the end users, or we are destined to
drown in a sea of red tape, bringing many areas of techno-
logical progress to an artificially-imposed standstill. Space
exploration and development is just one of many such areas,
but it may well be the hardest hit, because nearly every piece
of technology needed has been affected by the 20th century
clamp-down on technology, the centralization of manufac-
turing and engineering power under corporate control, the
mass fear and subsequent disallowance of individuals using
advanced technology, and the paranoia of the Cold War or
of terrorism.

In order to escape from this technological entrapment,
and build a free future, we will have to accumulate a new
body of standards for technological interfaces, either by en-
couraging the existing holders to free them, so that they can
participate in the free economy, or by establishing new, free,
standards, and encouraging their adoption in hardware by
promoting the advantages of such free standards.
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By the people, for the people

The Crown of Spain paid for Columbus’ voyage of discov-
ery on which he found America, but the Crown of England
did not pay for the Mayflower which was sent to settle there;
Lewis and Clark explored the Northwest of America look-
ing for a “northwest passage” across the rockies on a bud-
get from the US federal government, but the people who
35 years later followed their path via wagon train in order
to build homes there, went on their own nickel. History
teaches strong lessons about the difference between “explor-
ing” and “pioneering”.

The goals of space advocates are not the goals of any ex-
isting national program, nor is it likely that they should be.
After all, the ones who benefit most from space settlement
will be the settlers, not the original nations on Earth.

The difference between an “outpost” and a “settlement”
is raising kids. The most successful colonies in history
were colonies composed not of carefully selected profes-
sionals, but of families. Yet, even the most ambitious NASA
spaceflight proposals do not include this crucial factor. If a
wealthy civilian like Dennis Tito, of consenting age, clearly
sound in body and mind, could stir up so much political re-
sistance from NASA, what will the reaction be to families
with young children going into space? Frontiers are dan-
gerous, and regardless of the level of understanding of the
pioneers themselves, the fear of a “public relations incident”
would surely be overwhelming to a politically sensitive gov-
ernment agency.

Families, self-selected, not by individual qualifications
but by those ineffable and “irrational” processes we know
as love and romance, are not on the radar at NASA, where
tough “professionals” sacrifice family life to fulfill their
“duty” (or ambition). It’s not a settlement culture.

The colonies that succeed in space, like their predecessors
on Earth, will be mostly self-funded, self-supporting organi-
zations, eager to make that first break-even point where they
can feed themselves from their own effort, because their fu-
tures will depend on it. And once they overcome those first
obstacles, they will be the ones who reap the benefits.

Proprietary, big-risk entrepreneurial enterprises may
make people on Earth rich; NASA and other government
programs may support research that benefits their nations;
but the real business of building new settlements and new
nations in space will fall upon the settlers themselves. Free-

Few things communicate the direct dangers of space than a vacuum
hatch. Space pioneers will have to reconcile the conflict of this
danger with the safety consciousness of raising children (Credit:
Geoff Stearns/CC-By)

licensed design, the bazaar methodology, and a hands-
on culture of freely-shared information and personal self-
sufficiency provide an indispensable fusion of frontier sen-
sibilities with the high-tech environment of the space pio-
neer.

Will it really be NASA that figures out how to make an
airlock that is sufficiently child-proof so that little three-
year-old Sally doesn’t space herself and her whole family
as she imitates her parents’ button-pushing skills? Person-
ally, I’m betting it will be Sally’s mom that figures that out.
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